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We study the quantum channel between two localized first-quantized systems that communicate in 3þ 1

dimensional Schwarzschild spacetime via a quantum field. We analyze the information carrying capacity of
direct and black hole-orbiting null geodesics as well as of the timelike contributions that arise because the
strong Huygens principle does not hold on the Schwarzschild background. We find, in particular, that the
nondirect-null and timelike contributions, which do not possess an analog on Minkowski spacetime, can
dominate over the direct null contributions. We cover the cases of both geodesic and accelerated emitters.
Technically, we apply tools previously designed for the study of wave propagation in curved spacetimes to
a relativistic quantum information communication setup, first for generic spacetimes, and then for the case
of Schwarzschild spacetime in particular.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.101.125005

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatially localized first-quantized systems that tempo-
rarily couple to a quantum field have been used extensively
in a plethora of contexts in quantum field theory in flat and
curved spacetimes. They are useful, in particular, to
describe the space-time localized absorption of field quanta
and are, therefore, also known as “particle detectors.” As
such, they provide, e.g., a useful operational formulation of
the Unruh effect, see, e.g., [1–4] and help clarify its
relationship with other similar phenomena, such as the
Gibbons-Hawking effect [5]. In particular, the ubiquitous
Unruh-DeWitt model [6] simplifies the detector to a
classically-localized 2-level system and yet still captures
most of the fundamental features of the light-matter
interaction between atoms and molecules with the quantum
electromagnetic field [7,8].
In the context of curved spacetimes, particle detectors

allow one to better understand the notion of measurement

in quantum field theory [9,10] and have proven a powerful
tool to define the elusive notion of particle in quantum field
theory [2]. For example, particle detectors have been used
in a number of curved spacetimes scenarios to characterize
the particle content of different vacuum states. The appli-
cations of particle detectors range from cosmology [5] to
black hole scenarios such as Schwarzschild and
Schwarzschild-AdS spacetimes (e.g., see [11,12]). They
have also been used to study the entanglement structure of
quantum field theory vacua both in flat spacetimes [13–15],
cosmological backgrounds [16,17] as well as in other
simple curved scenarios such as the anti–deSitter space-
times [18,19] or in the presence of Bañados-Teitelboim-
Zanelli (BTZ) black holes [20].
Of course, first-quantized spacetime-localized systems

can not only detect but also emit particles. Correspondingly,
there have been a number of recent studies analyzing
communication using particle detectors coupling to quan-
tum fields, starting with [21], both in flat spacetime [22–29]
and curved [30,31] spacetimes. Among the results, it was
shown, for example, that if there are multiple emitters, the
choice of their entanglement can help shape their radiation
field [29]. Using the perhaps unfamiliar property that
massless fields propagate not only on the light cone but
also via timelike paths (i.e., also at less than the speed of
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light) namely when the strong Huygens principle [32–34] is
violated in a curved spacetime, the above studies showed
that, in such spacetimes, particle detectors can communicate
via timelike—as well as null—signals carried by a massless
quantum field.
In the present paper, we introduce spacetime curvature

to the communication channel between particle detectors
and we then focus on the special case of communication
near a (Schwarzschild) black hole. The main challenge
here is in the complexity of the calculations involved
with the evaluation of two point functions in curved
spacetime.
To address the complexity of the problem we will

employ a combination of traditional as well as new
techniques which we next describe. As has been shown
in [22,23,25], to leading order in the coupling constant, the
two-point function that the signal strength depends on is the
retarded Green function. This is a classical Green function
in the sense that it does not depend on the quantum state of
the field. In recent years, several methods have been
developed for, and applied to, the full calculation of the
retarded Green function in Schwarzschild space-time.
When the two spacetime points are “close,” we calculate

the retarded Green function using Hadamard form [35]
techniques (e.g., [36–38]), which have already been used in
the literature.
When the points are “far” from each other, on the other

hand, the Hadamard form is not valid and another method
must be used for the calculation of the retarded Green
function. For example, it can be calculated semianalytically
via a Fourier integral over real frequencies in [39] (where
the quantum Feynman Green function was also calculated);
semi-analytically by deforming the Fourier integral into a
contour on the complex-frequency plane (thus involving, in
particular, a sum over quasinormal mode frequencies) in
[40,41]; numerically via an approximation of a Dirac-delta
distribution (appearing either in the source of the field
equation or as initial data) by a narrow Gaussian distribu-
tion in [42,43]. In this paper, however, we follow a method
introduced in [44] which we here apply, for the first time to
the best of our knowledge, to the full calculation of the
retarded Green function when the points are not close. The
method essentially consists of the following. We first carry
out a multipolar l-mode decomposition of the retarded
Green function. The resulting l-modes satisfy a (1þ 1)-
dimensional partial differential equation with known char-
acteristic initial data. We solve this characteristic initial data
problem using the finite difference scheme introduced in
[45], which we here develop to a higher order. This
calculation of the retarded Green function when the points
are not close (using the characteristic initial data scheme)
should agree with the calculation when the points are close
(using Hadamard form techniques) in some region of
overlap. For this purpose, we further enhance our calcu-
lation for far-away points with the technique that has been

recently introduced in [46]. This technique consists of
subtracting from the l-modes of the retarded Green
function the l-modes of the divergence at coincident points
that explicitly appears in the Hadamard form. As a
consequence, the calculation for far-away points becomes
valid at closer distances and the region in Schwarzschild
space-time where the desired region of overlap between
methods exists is greatly increased (with respect to not
using the technique introduced in [46]).
For the case of the Schwarzschild black hole, we will

show that communication is mediated by three different
contributions: primary null light rays propagating directly
from the sender to the receiver, secondary (and higher
order) null light rays that orbit around the black hole before
reaching the receiver, and timelike contributions to the
communication that are due to violations of the strong
Huygens principle on curved spacetime. We will study
separately the strength of all three of these contributions to
the signalling, as functions of the separation of the sender
and receiver, their state of motion (static versus infalling),
and of their distance from the event horizon.
In particular, we will find that the strength of the

nondirect signaling contribution that is due to the violation
of the strong Huygens principle in curved spacetime and
that, therefore, possesses no analog in flat spacetime, can
exceed the direct contributions that correspond to the usual
null geodesics between sender and receiver.
We will also find, for example, that when a static receiver

is chosen to be increasingly close to the event horizon of the
black hole, the receiver becomes less and less able to
recover information from a sender further out, even when
compensating for the blueshift of the sender’s signal. This
phenomenon is related to the fact that the proper time that
the receiver has to resonate (and thereby build up ampli-
tude) with the blue-shifted signal diminishes with increas-
ing blueshift of the sender’s signal.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II reviews

communication between Unruh-DeWitt particle detectors,
and gives a discussion of the quantum nature of signals
between detectors and time dilation effects on them.
Section III reviews analytical features of the Green function
and presents the methods used to efficiently evaluate it in
the scenarios we consider. Section IV discusses general
features of signaling between particle detectors in static
spacetimes. This leads up to Sec. V where we calculate and
analyze signaling between static detectors in the vicinity of
a Schwarzschild black hole. Furthermore, in Sec. VI we
analyze communication between a sender falling toward
the black hole signaling to a static receiver outside of the
black hole. We close with a summarizing discussion in
Sec. VII.
We will use natural units (c ¼ G ¼ ℏ ¼ 1) and we

denote the line-element of Schwarzschild spacetime
in Schwarzschild coordinates ft ∈ R; r ∈ ð0;∞Þ; θ ∈
½0; π�;φ ∈ ½0; 2πÞg by
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ds2 ¼ −fdt2 þ f−1dr2 þ r2ðdθ2 þ sin2 θdφ2Þ; ð1Þ

where f ≔ 1 − 2M=r.

II. SIGNALING WITH UNRUH-DEWITT
DETECTORS

To model the communication devices of sender and
receiver, we use the Unruh-DeWitt particle detector model
[6,47]. The model was originally introduced to model the
interaction of local observers with relativistic quantum
fields in curved spacetime, and has since been widely used
to model the light-matter interaction in quantum optics and
in the general context of relativistic quantum information. It
captures the relevant features of light-matter interaction
when angular momentum exchange plays a negligible role
in the detector’s dynamics [7].
The following three subsections review the detector

model, the quantum channel between detectors and its
leading order signal strength and introduce notation. The
last two subsections concern aspects which, to the best of
our knowledge, were not discussed in the literature before:
Sec. II D addresses the question of to what extent the
leading order signal strength should be viewed as a
quantum or classical effect; Sec. II E addresses the impact
of time dilation on the signal strength between detectors.

A. Detector model and perturbative coupling

The particle detector can be viewed as modeling an
atom moving along a predetermined trajectory. Along
its worldline, it couples to a background quantum field.
More specifically, for the purposes of this paper, we
choose the detector as a two-level quantum system with
Hamiltonian

HτD
D ¼ ΩD

2
ðjeDiheDj − jgDihgDjÞ; ð2Þ

where the superindex τD denotes that the Hamiltonian
generates translations with respect to the detector’s proper
time τD. The states jgDi and jeDi (modelling, repectively,
ground and excited states of an atom) are orthogonal, and
ΩD ≥ 0 is the energy gap of the detector. We choose the
quantum field to be a massless scalar Klein-Gordon field.
The interaction between the detector and the field is given
by coupling the monopole operator of the detector to
the field amplitude operator ϕðxÞ along the worldline of
the detector, where x is a spacetime point. Therefore, in the
interaction picture, the interaction Hamiltonian (generating
translations with respect to the detector’s proper time τD)
reads

HτD
int;DðτDÞ ¼ λDηDðτDÞϕðxDðτDÞÞ

⊗ ðjeDihgDjeiΩDτD þ jgDiheDje−iΩDτDÞ: ð3Þ

Here, λD is a coupling constant setting the overall strength
of the coupling between the detector and the field. In
(3þ 1)-dimensional spacetimes, λD is dimensionless. The
switching function ηDðτDÞ determines when the detector
couples to the field. It takes real values in 0 ≤ ηD ≤ 1, is
generally assumed to be smooth and to be compactly
supported. (However, as discussed later, we will not need to
assume smoothness for the purpose of this article.) Finally,
xDðτDÞ denotes the detector’s worldline, parametrized by its
own proper time.
The coupling between detector and field is assumed to be

weak enough so that time-dependent perturbation theory
applies.

B. Quantum channel between detectors

In order to study signaling, we equip both Alice, the
sender, and Bob, the receiver, with particle detectors as
communication devices. Alice and Bob can only prepare
and measure their detectors, and control the coupling to the
field through their switching functions. Other than that,
they have no direct access to the field’s observables.
In this setup, [21], to encode a message, Alice prepares

her detector in an initial state of her choice. For example,
she could use two different states encoding bit values “0”
and “1.” After this preparation, she couples her detector to
the field. From the interaction with the detector, a signal
emanates which propagates through the field toward Bob.
In order to receive the message, Bob initializes his

detector at some fixed state, say the ground state jgBi
(the same results can be achieved for any other initial state
[25]). He then couples his detector to the field so that it
interacts with Alice’s signal that has propagated through the
field. After the interaction is switched off, the final state of
Bob’s detector depends on Alice’s signal, which in turn
depends on Alice’s initial state. Therefore, Bob may be able
to infer Alice’s message from the final state of his detector.
In the scenario just described, both Alice and Bob are

equipped with detectors. Accordingly, the total Hilbert
space of the system H ¼ HA ⊗ HF ⊗ HB is the tensor
product of Alice’s and Bob’s detector Hilbert spaces, HA
and HB respectively, and the Hilbert space of the field,
HF. Correspondingly, given a time coordinate t, the total
interaction Hamiltonian (generating translations with
respect to t) is given by a sum of two interaction
Hamiltonians of the detectors with the field,

Ht
int ¼ Ht

int;A ⊗ IB þ IA ⊗ Ht
int;B ð4Þ

Notice that the right-hand side of (4) contains two inter-
action terms that are not of the same form as those written
in (3). The reason is that the Hamiltonian in (3) generates
translations with respect to the proper time of detector D,
whereas in (4) we are adding up two Hamiltonians
corresponding to detectors with different proper times,
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thus the appropriate transformed Hamiltonians need to be
considered.
As discussed in detail in [7], the relationship between a

detector-field Hamiltonian generating translations with
respect to proper time τD and one generating translations
with respect to a different time parameter is, in general,
complicated. However, as shown in [7], for pointlike
detectors the relationship simplifies: In the pointlike case,
given the Hamiltonian HτD

int;DðτDÞ generating translations
with respect to a time parameter τD (e.g., detector’s proper
time), the Hamiltonian Ht

int;DðtÞ generating translations
with respect to a different time parameter t is given by

Ht
int;DðtÞ ¼

dτD
dt

HτD
int;D½τDðtÞ�; ð5Þ

which we use below for D ¼ A; B.
The initial state of the total system is the product state of

the field state ρϕ, Alice’s state ρA and Bob’s state jgBihgBj,
i.e., given by the density matrix

ρ0 ¼ ρA ⊗ ρϕ ⊗ jgBihgBj: ð6Þ

In the interaction picture, this state evolves when Alice’s
and Bob’s detectors couple to the field. The final state of
Bob’s detector is obtained by taking the partial trace over
the field and Alice’s detector of the total final state of
detectors

ρB ¼ TrA;FðÛρ0Û
†Þ: ð7Þ

Here, Û denotes the unitary operator, mapping the joint
state of detectors and field before the coupling to their state
after the interaction.
As mentioned above we treat the time evolution of the

detectors perturbatively. For this approach to work we need
field states for which the Wightman function is regular
enough for a perturbative approach to time evolution to
work. In particular, we assume that the field starts out in a
state which we assume to be Hadamard, at least in the
region of spacetime where Alice and Bob’s worldlines are
within the support of their switching functions. This
assumption ensures that the detector transition probabilities
we calculate below are well defined. Note that the
assumption on the field state is still very general. It includes
states such as the Hartle-Hawking, Unruh or Boulware
vacua, unless Alice or Bob cross the regions where those
states’ Wightman function is not well defined.

We use the Dyson series expansion to obtain a pertur-
bative expansion of Û. Given arbitrary coordinate times
t1; t2;…, it reads

Û ¼ I − i
Z

∞

−∞
dt1H

t1
intðt1Þ

−
Z

∞

−∞
dt1

Z
t1

−∞
dt2H

t1
intðt1ÞHt2

intðt2Þ þ � � � : ð8Þ

Throughout the paper we will sometimes take integrals
with respect to Schwarzschild coordinate time, and some-
times with respect to the detectors’ proper time, in each
case taking into account the appropriate dτD

dt factors in the
perturbative time integrals where necessary.
The dependence of Bob’s final state ρB on Alice’s initial

state ρA is captured by the quantum channel map

ξ∶ ρA ↦ ρB; ð9Þ

i.e., the completely positive and trace-preserving map
which maps the density operator of Alice’s initial state
to the density operator of Bob’s final state. The quantum
channel between detectors was first studied in [21]. It has
since been studied both in the perturbative regime [22,25]
as well as nonperturbatively [26,27].

C. Leading order signal strength

Treating the interaction between field and detectors
perturbatively and assuming, as above, that Bob’s detector
starts out in the state jgBi, and that the field’s initial state is
Hadamard and has vanishing one-point function (in the
region where the detectors couple to the field), the
perturbative expansion of Bob’s final state is

ρB ¼ ð1 − λ2BP2ÞjgBihgBj þ λ2BP2jeBiheBj
þ λAλBðζC2 þ ζ�D�

2ÞjeBihgBj
þ λAλBðζ�C�

2 þ ζD2ÞjgBiheBj þOðλ4DÞ; ð10Þ

where the number ζ ∈ C, together with θ; β ∈ R, denote
the coefficients of Alice’s initial state

ρA¼θjeAiheAjþβjgAihgAjþζjeAihgAjþζ�jgAiheAj: ð11Þ

The capital-letter coefficients arise from the Dyson series
and partial trace, and read [22]:

P2 ¼
Z

∞

−∞
dt1

dτBðt1Þ
dt1

Z
∞

−∞
dt2

dτBðt2Þ
dt2

ηBðt1ÞηBðt2ÞeiΩBðτBðt1Þ−τBðt2ÞÞhϕðxBðt2ÞÞϕðxBðt1ÞÞi; ð12Þ

C2 ¼
Z

∞

−∞
dt1

dτBðt1Þ
dt1

Z
t1

−∞
dt2

dτAðt2Þ
dt2

ηBðt1ÞηAðt2ÞeiðΩBτBðt1Þ−ΩAτAðt2ÞÞ½ϕðxAðt2ÞÞ;ϕðxBðt1ÞÞ�; ð13Þ
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D2 ¼ −
Z

∞

−∞
dt1

dτBðt1Þ
dt1

Z
t1

−∞
dt2

dτAðt2Þ
dt2

ηBðt1ÞηAðt2Þe−iðΩBτBðt1ÞþΩAτAðt2ÞÞ½ϕðxAðt2ÞÞ;ϕðxBðt1ÞÞ�: ð14Þ

Here we assume, that for the coordinate time used as
integration variable, t1 > t2 implies that ðt1; xÞ cannot lie in
the past light-cone of ðt2; yÞ for arbitrary spatial coordinates
x, y. The switching functions as functions of coordinate
time are given by ηDðtÞ ¼ ηDðτDðtÞÞ.
The coefficient P2 yields the leading order probability

for Bob’s detector to become excited, i.e., to be measured in
the state jeBi due to the local interaction with the field and it
is independent of Alice. It is the two off-diagonal coef-
ficients C2 and D2 which mediate the leading order impact
of Alice’s initial state on Bob’s final state.
For example, the role of C2 and D2 can be seen in a

scenario where Alice has to transmit a bit to Bob. Here
Alice is given a random bit 0 or 1 which she has to send to
Bob in a single run of the experiment, i.e., in a single use of
the communication channel. Bob then may perform a
measurement on his detector, and has to tell from the
outcome which bit Alice was trying to send him. When
Alice uses the optimal choice of initial state, and Bob uses
the optimal choice of measurement, then the probability of
the bit being transmitted correctly is [23,25]

p ¼ 1

2
þ λAλBðjC2j þ jD2jÞ þOðλ4DÞ: ð15Þ

Here we can view the sum of the absolute values

jC2j þ jD2j ð16Þ

as a measure for the leading order signal strength. In fact, it
has been shown that this result generalizes to arbitrary
initial states of Bob’s detector, as well as to other measures
of the classical channel capacity, including the Holevo
capacity [23,25].
For the practical evaluation of the signal strength it is

helpful to note that one obtainsD2 from C2 by changing the
overall sign of the term, and the sign of ΩB, i.e.,

D2ðΩA;ΩBÞ ¼ −C2ðΩA;−ΩBÞ: ð17Þ

Using smooth switching functions ηA and ηB ensures that
the integrals in Eqs. (12), (13) and (14) for P2, C2 and D2

converge. In particular, this is critical when studying the
contribution to the single detector excitation probability P2

which tends to exhibit ultraviolet divergences for non-
smooth functions (see, e.g., [48–50]). The signal terms C2

and D2 are less sensitive to this issue. E.g., in Minkowski
spacetime, the integrals converge even for sharp switching
functions of the form

ηDðτDÞ ¼ η½A1;A2�ðτDÞ ≔
�
1; A1 ≤ τD ≤ A2

0; otherwise
; ð18Þ

for some A1; A2 ∈ R [25]. As we will see, the integrals in
the expressions for C2 and D2 are also regular in the
Schwarzschild case. Namely, we find in Sec. V that the
signal terms C2 and D2 can be evaluated for generic
scenarios using such sharp switching functions.
The only field-theoretic object entering the terms C2

and D2 is the field’s commutator. The commutator is given
by the identity operator Î multiplied by the commutator
function. The latter is obtained by subtracting the classical
retarded Green function [as defined in detail in (35)]
from the advanced Green function of the field. Thus, we
have

½ϕðx1Þ;ϕðx2Þ� ¼
−i
4π

Gðx1; x2ÞÎ

¼ −i
4π

ðGadvðx1; x2Þ −Gretðx1; x2ÞÞÎ; ð19Þ

where x1;2 are two spacetime points. Inserting this into
(13), and using the detector proper times as integration
variables, yields

C2 ¼
−i
4π

Z
∞

−∞
dτBηBðτBÞ

Z
τAðtðτBÞÞ

−∞
dτAηAðτAÞ

× eiΩBτBe−iΩAτAGretðxBðτBÞ; xAðτAÞÞ ð20Þ

and an analogous expression for D2 follows from (17).
This shows that the leading order impact of Alice’s

detector on Bob’s detector state is determined by the
retarded Green function, i.e., by the classical properties
of the field. In particular, the leading order signal strength is
independent of the quantum state of the field. Effects due to
the quantum properties of the field can only appear at
subleading order in perturbation theory.

D. In what sense are the leading order signals
classical or quantum?

Note that while the signalling between Alice and Bob is
mediated through the field’s retarded (i.e., classical) Green
function, this communication scenario would not be strictly
possible in a classical scenario. The reason is that, in order
to have a contribution to signalling that is of quadratic order
in the coupling constants, i.e.,OðλAλBÞ, in this protocol, we
need the emitter antenna to have nonzero nondiagonal
elements in the energy eigenbasis [see Eqs. (10) and (11)]:
the ability to prepare quantum superposition of observable
states of the antenna (i.e., ζ ≠ 0) is crucial for this
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communication scenario to occur. If we did not consider
quantum superpositions of antenna states, the leading order
contribution to communication would happen at order
Oðλ4DÞ and would consist of the emission of a real quantum
by Alice’s detector and the absorption of this real photon by
Bob’s, and this would be subleading to the protocol
studied here.
However, this is a quirk derived from the fact that we are

limiting ourselves to two-level antennas. We can prove that
the protocol has indeed very little of quantum nature if we
consider higher-dimensional detectors, for example, har-
monic oscillators. We shall see that, in this case, even when
there is no quantum superposition at the start, communi-
cation happens at order Oðλ2DÞ.
In order to see this, let us consider two Unruh-DeWitt

detectors modeled as harmonic oscillators rather than
two-level quantum systems (see, among many others,
[51–58]). The interaction Hamiltonian describing the
detectors-field coupling in nþ 1 dimensions in flat
spacetime for two detectors comoving with the field
quantization frame ðt; xÞ is

Ht
int ¼

X
D∈fA;Bg

λDηDðtÞQDðtÞ
Z
Rn

dnxFðx − xDÞϕðt; xÞ; ð21Þ

which is analogous to the Hamiltonian (3) substituting the
monopole moment by the QD position quadrature of the
harmonic oscillator. We recall that the index D ∈ fA; Bg
labels the detectors. We have generalized to spatially
extended detectors with a smearing function FðxÞ [the
special case of a pointlike detector is recovered when
FðxÞ ¼ δðxÞ].
The interaction picture position operators of the oscil-

lators, QDðtÞ, are given in terms of ladder operators by

QDðtÞ ¼ a†DeiΩDt þ aDe−iΩDt ð22Þ

whereΩD is the energy gap between the energy levels of the
Dth oscillator.
Let us assume that the two harmonic oscillator detectors

and the field start at an arbitrary uncorrelated state:
ρ0 ¼ ρA ⊗ ρB ⊗ ρϕ. After time evolution, the detectors-
field system evolves to a state ρT ¼ Uρ0U†, where U ¼
T exp½−i R dtHI� where T is the time ordering operator.
The state of detector B after time evolution is obtained after
tracing out detector A and the field from ρT . Expanding in
Dyson series, we can write the postinteraction state of B as

ρB;T ¼ ρB þ λBρ
ð1Þ
B;noise þ λ2Bρ

ð2Þ
B;noise þ λAλBρ

ð2Þ
B;sig þOðλ3DÞ:

ð23Þ

The two first corrections in (23) are local terms, indepen-
dent of the initial state of the detector A, and even of
whether the detector A couples to the field at all (and

therefore constitute noise from the point of view of
communication). The correction proportional to λAλB con-
stitutes the leading order signalling term, and tells us about
the impact that the initial state of detector A has on the final
state of detector B.
Let us consider that the detectors’ switching functions

are compactly supported and that their supports do not
overlap in time. Without loss of generality, let us also
assume that the detector A is switched on before B. This
means that

supp½ηAðtÞ� ¼ ½Ton
A ; Toff

A �; supp½ηBðtÞ� ¼ ½Ton
B ; Toff

B �;
Ton

B > Toff
A : ð24Þ

Under this assumption [59], the leading order contribution
to the time evolved state of detector B from the presence of
detector A is equal to

ρð2ÞB;sig¼
ZZ

R2

dtdt0ηAðtÞηBðt0ÞTrðQAðtÞρAÞCðt;t0Þ½QBðt0Þ;ρB�;

ð25Þ

which is the analogue of (13) above, and where

Cðt; t0Þ ≔
Z
Rn

dnx
Z
Rn

dnx0Fðx − xAÞFðx0 − xBÞ

× h½ϕðt; xÞ;ϕðt0; x0Þ�iρϕ ð26Þ

is a purely imaginary function that corresponds to the
pull-back of the commutator expectation value (The Pauli-
Jordan functional) to the smeared trajectories of the
detectors. Notice that this is independent of the field state
since the commutator is a c-number. A full derivation of
(25) can be found following step by step the analogous two-
level system calculation that yields equation (15) in [59],
with the substitution of the detectors’ monopole moments
mD by the harmonic detectors’ QD position operator:
mD → QD.
We will now show that if A is initially in a coherent

state (that can be produced and described classically)
there will be a signal transmitted to B at leading order
that can be read out just from the expectation value of its
position operator QB (which is also classically acces-
sible). Let us assume that A starts in a state ρA ¼ jαihαj
where aAjαi ¼ αjαi, and that B starts in the ground state,
ρB ¼ j0ih0j. Then, since

Tr½QAjαihαj� ¼ 2Reðαe−iΩAtÞ; ð27Þ

and

½QBðt0Þ; ρB� ¼ eiΩBt0 j1ih0j − e−iΩBt0 j0ih1j; ð28Þ

the leading order signaling contribution becomes
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ρð2ÞB;sig ¼ 2

Z
∞

−∞
dt
Z

∞

−∞
dt0ηAðtÞηBðt0ÞReðαe−iΩAtÞCðt; t0Þ

× ½eiΩBt0 j1ih0j − e−iΩBt0 j0ih1j�: ð29Þ

We can now compute the signaling contribution from the
presence of Alice to the expectation value of a quadrature
Q0

B ¼ aB þ a†B of B. First, we decompose this expectation
value into a noise (local) contribution and a signaling
contribution as

hQ0
BiρB;T

¼ λBTr½Q0
Bρ

ð1Þ
B;noise�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

hQ0
Bið1Þnoise

þ λ2BTr½Q0
Bρ

ð2Þ
B;noise�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

hQ0
Bið2Þnoise

ð30Þ

þλAλBTr½Q0
Bρ

ð2Þ
B;sig�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

hQ0
Bið2Þsig

þOðλ3DÞ: ð31Þ

We now see that the expectation value of theQ0
B quadrature

has a nonzero contribution from the presence of A that
encodes information of: (a) whether A coupled to the field
or not, (b) the coherent amplitude of A and (c) A’s spatial
and temporal localization. Indeed, using the fact that
Tr½Q0

Bj0ih1j� ¼ 1, we obtain that

hQ0
Bið2Þsig ¼ 4iλAλB

Z
∞

−∞
dt
Z

∞

−∞
dt0ηAðtÞηBðt0ÞCðt; t0Þ

× sinðΩBt0ÞReðαe−iΩAtÞ; ð32Þ

which is, in general, nonvanishing. Therefore, we conclude
that there is a leading order signal from a classical state of A
(a coherent state), to a classical observable of B that is
mediated through the (classical) radiation Green function.
In summary, we showed in this section that even in a
scenario where no genuinely quantum features of the field
or the antennas play a role we have that the leading order
signaling isOðλAλBÞ, as described in the previous Sec. II C,
and identified in [23].

E. Time dilation effects on signaling

Time dilation has a direct impact on the signal strength
between the two detectors, due to the exponential factor in
the integrand of (13) and (14). This raises the question of
what is the effect of time dilation on communication: Is it
possible to enhance the transmission of information by
exploiting dilation effects, or is time dilation always a
hindrance to signaling? In this section we discuss two
contrary effects which tend to cancel each other out, in the
context of our framework.
At first, one could expect time dilation to potentially

enhance communication. For example, consider Alice
and Bob at static positions outside a black hole, at radial
coordinates rA and rB < rA respectively. In this setup, Bob
perceives Alice as blue-shifted because he is closer to the

horizon. This means that the total duration of the signal, as
measured with respect to Bob’s proper time, is decreased
roughly1 by the relative blue-shift factor in comparison to
the duration Bob would have observed if located at the
same radius as Alice (i.e., at rB ¼ rA). Say the relative blue-
shift factor between rB and rA is two, then it seems as
though Bob should be able to double the rate of signaling in
the sense that he only needs half the amount of proper time
to receive Alice’s signal than if he were located at the same
radius as Alice.
However, the decrease of signal duration with respect

to Bob’s proper time also leads to a lower leading order
signal strength. In particular, Bob cannot overcome this
lowering of the signal strength even if he adapts his detector
frequency so as to be in resonance with Alice’s blue-shifted
signal: Decisive for the signal strength is the signal duration
with respect to proper time, but not the frequency at which
it is emitted or received. This relation is known from flat
spacetime. There, in 3þ 1 dimensions, for two identical
detectors ðΩA ¼ ΩB ¼ Ω) at rest at a distance of L and for a
time interval of length T (using sharp switching functions),
the leading order signal strength is [25]

jC2j þ jD2j ¼
T

4πL
þ jei2ΩT − 1j

8πΩL
≤

T
2πL

; ð33Þ

showing that a change of detector frequency cannot
increase the signal strength beyond the bound set by T.
In curved spacetime a similar bound exists, under certain

assumptions, as discussed in detail in Appendix A: For
every signal emitted by Alice, i.e., for every choice of
worldline and detector parameters for Alice, one can give a
constant CB < ∞, such that the leading order signal
strength is bounded by

jC2j þ jD2j ≤ CBΔτB; ð34Þ

where ΔτB is the total amount of proper time during which
the receiver interacts with the signal. This bound applies to
any (even time-varying) choice of detector frequency ΩB

for Bob, and the constant CB < ∞ depends only on the
region of spacetime inside of which Bob is allowed to
couple his detector to the field. (However, there are no
further restrictions on Bob’s worldline.)
This behavior of the signal strength is analogous to the

response of any resonantly-driven harmonic oscillators:
Consider harmonic oscillators of different frequencies that
are each resonantly driven by a driving force of the same
amplitude, for the same number of oscillations. The
oscillators with the lower frequencies get more excited.
This is because the strength of the excitation is given by the

1This statement is only approximate since the signal from
Alice may be elongated differently on its way from Alice to
different potential positions of Bob.
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Fourier integral of stationary phase (the resonance con-
dition) during the driving and for lower frequency oscil-
lators the driving period is longer.
In summary, the two effects above may exactly cancel

each other out, so as to leave the signal rate ðjC2j þ
jD2jÞ=ΔτB unchanged. That is, whereas our first argument
indicated that time dilation may be able to help Bob save
proper time when receiving Alice’s signal by a factor
proportional to the dilation, the latter argument indicates a
loss of signal strength also linear in the dilation.
Evaluating the integrals jC2j and jD2j requires handling

the distributional nature of the scalar field Green function.
Therefore, before studying signaling between detectors we
need to study and analyze the Green function itself.

III. THE GREEN FUNCTION

In this section we introduce the Green function and
describe some its analytical features as well as the methods
we shall use to efficiently evaluate it for our relevant
scenarios.
A Green function is a distribution which depends on two

spacetime points x and x0. It obeys the wave equation with a
(invariant) Dirac δ-distribution as a source:

□xGretðx; x0Þ ¼ −4π
δ4ðx − x0Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

−gðxÞp ; ð35Þ

where □x is the D’Alembertian with respect to x.
Specifically, the retarded Green function Gretðx; x0Þ obeys
this equation with the boundary condition that it is equal to
zero if x0 does not lie in the causal past of x. Heuristically,
Gretðx; x0Þmay be thought of as the value of the field at x as
created by an “infinite” impulse at the base point x0.
It is known that, in a general curved spacetime,

Gretðx; x0Þ diverges whenever the points x and x0 are
connected via a null geodesic [60–62]. As we shall see
in later sections, these divergences play an important part in
the behavior of C2 and D2 in the case of Schwarzschild
spacetime.
In a general curved background spacetime, the retarded

Green function can be quite difficult to calculate. In the
following we give an overview of general properties of the
retarded Green function and state-of-the-art methods for
calculating it, mostly specialized to Schwarzschild space-
time. We split the overview into two subsections, one for
points x and x0 “close” (quasilocal), and the other one for
points “far apart” (distant past). Each one of these regimes
requires different methods for the calculation of the Green
function, which we also describe.

A. Quasilocal

The divergence of the retarded Green function for points
connected via a null geodesic is manifest in the so-called
Hadamard form when the points are “close.” Specifically,

the Hadamard form is only valid locally in a normal
neighborhood of x, i.e., in a region containing x such that
every x0 in that region is connected to x by a unique
geodesic which lies within the region. The Hadamard form
(in (3þ 1)-dimensions) is [35,63,64]:

Gretðx; x0Þ ¼ ðUðx; x0ÞδðσÞ − Vðx; x0Þθð−σÞÞθðΔtÞ; ð36Þ

where U and V are regular biscalars. Here, σ ¼ σðx; x0Þ is
Synge’s world-function [65], which is equal to one-half of
the squared distance along the (unique) geodesic connect-
ing x and x0. This means that σ is negative/zero/positive
whenever that geodesic is, respectively, timelike/null/
spacelike.
Like the world-function, both biscalars U and V depend

only on the geometrical properties of the background
spacetime. Clearly, the term with U only has support on
the lightcone and is called the direct term, whereas the term
with V also has support inside the lightcone and is called
the tail term. If the tail term is zero, as is the case in flat
spacetime (for massless fields in 3þ 1 dimensions), then
the field only propagates at the speed-of-light, as per the
direct term. We then say that strong Huygens’ principle
holds. However, in most curved spacetimes (such as in
Schwarzschild spacetime) the tail term is nonzero, indicat-
ing that the scalar (as well as the electromagnetic) field
propagates at all speeds smaller than and equal to the speed-
of-light. In this case, strong Huygens’ principle is not valid.
The biscalarU is equal to the square root of the so-called

van Vleck determinant [66–68] and it may be calculated by
solving a transport equation along the geodesic joining x
and x0—see, e.g., [36] and Appendix B for details. We used
a Mathematica version of the code in [69] to solve the
transport equation for U.
The biscalar V can be calculated via the so-called

Hadamard series:

Vðx; x0Þ ¼
X∞
n¼0

Vnðx; x0Þσnðx; x0Þ; ð37Þ

for some coefficients Vn. The series in Eq. (37) is not a
Taylor series and it converges uniformly in a subregion of
the maximal normal neighborhood of x [63].
For general points x and x0 in a general spacetime, the

coefficients Vn cannot be obtained exactly but they can be
expressed as covariant Taylor series expansions, whose
coefficients can be calculated exactly in terms of back-
ground geometrical tensors (e.g., [37]). In practice, how-
ever, it is hard to calculate the coefficients in these covariant
Taylor series for Vn to high order. It is more practical to
instead calculate V as a multiple power series expansion in
the coordinate separations. From now on and until the end
of this section we specialize to the case of Schwarzschild
spacetime. In this spacetime, the multiple power series for
V may be written as [37,38]:
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Vðx;x0Þ ¼
X∞
i;j;k¼0

vijkðrÞðt− t0Þ2ið1− cos γÞjðr− r0Þk; ð38Þ

for some coefficients vijk, where γ ∈ ½0; π� is the angle
separation between x and x0. Indeed, Eq. (38) is how in
practice we calculated V in this paper, except where
otherwise explicitly indicated. We used the code publicly
available in [70] to calculate the coefficients vijk up to
i ¼ 26 − j, j ¼ 26, k ¼ 26 − i − j, thus in practice trun-
cating the infinite series in Eq. (38).
To summarize, within the maximal normal neighborhood

of x, we calculate the retarded Green function in the
following way: We use the Hadamard form Eq. (36), where
we calculate U numerically by solving a transport equation
and V via the power series Eq. (38) truncated up to 26.
Because of the truncation, this series yields a value for the
retarded Green function which is accurate “enough” (i.e.,
within a certain desired accuracy) only inside a subregion
of the maximal normal neighborhood of x. We refer to such
subregion as a “quasilocal” (QL) region.
Finally, we note that in the particular case that the

spacetime points are connected via a radial null geodesic
in Schwarzschild spacetime, it can be shown (see
Appendix B) that Uðx; x0Þ ¼ 1.

B. Distant past

As just mentioned, the Hadamard form Eq. (36) is only
useful for calculating the Green function within a QL
region. However, in Schwarzschild spacetime, there are
null geodesics which orbit around the black hole. As we
shall explain below, this implies that, given a certain point
x, many points x0 do not lie in a normal neighborhood of x,
and so they lie outside a QL region. Therefore, the
Hadamard form cannot be used for calculating the Green
function between x and these points x0. We shall use a
method different from the Hamadard form for calculating
the Green function between these points. We refer as the
distant past (DP) to the region where this different method
yields values for the Green function which are within our
required accuracy.
A priori, there is no reason why there should be a region

of overlap between the DP and the QL region, i.e., a region
where the calculations of the Green function using the two
methods are both accurate enough. Indeed, the existence of
such an overlap region depends on the specific methods
used and on the accuracies obtained and required. In
practice, using our methods in Schwarzschild, we find
that there are regions of overlap for many choices of
worldlines of Alice and Bob and switching functions in the
calculations of C2 (and D2), as we shall present in later
sections.
We next explain how orbiting null geodesics imply

that not all points lie in a QL region and we describe
the singularities of the Green function when x and x0 are

null-separated. For this purpose, we first give a name to the
various types of null geodesics depending on how many
orbits they have traveled around the black hole, i.e.,
depending on how many caustic points (these are points
where null geodesics focus; in Schwarzschild spacetime, a
caustic is thus a point along a null geodesic2 at which γ ¼ 0
or γ ¼ π) they have crossed. We call a direct (or primary)
null geodesic a null geodesic which has traveled an angular
distance equal to the angle separation γ ∈ ½0; πÞ (i.e., it has
not crossed a caustic). A secondary null geodesic is a null
geodesic which has traveled an angular distance equal to
2π − γ ∈ ðπ; 2πÞ (i.e., it has crossed one caustic). A tertiary
null geodesic is a null geodesic which has travelled an
angular distance equal to 2π þ γ ∈ ð2π; 3πÞ (i.e., it has
crossed two caustics). A quaternary null geodesic is a null
geodesic which has travelled an angular distance equal to
4π − γ ∈ ð3π; 4πÞ (i.e., it has crossed two caustics). And
similarly for null geodesics orbiting more times around the
black hole. The direction in which primary, secondary, etc
null geodesics orbit around the black holes alternates.
Consider now a given base point x0, a given spatial

position x (≠ x0) and vary t. For t small enough, x and x0
are not causally connected and so Gretðx; x0Þ ¼ 0. As t
increases, there will be a timewhen x is connected to x0 by a
direct null geodesic; that marks the start of causal contact
and so whereGretðx; x0Þ starts being nonzero. As t increases
further, there will be a time when x is connected to x0 by a
secondary null geodesic; that marks the end of x0 being in
the maximal normal neighborhood of x. Since QL is a
subregion of the maximal normal neighborhood, a QL
region cannot include points connected by a null geodesic
which has orbited around the black hole (i.e., which has
crossed any caustics). If we wish to obtain the Green
function for points arbitrarily separated and, in particular, if
we wish to study the effect of orbiting null geodesics, we
need to calculate the Green function outside a QL region.
As already mentioned, the Green function diverges when

x and x0 are null-separated and these divergences play an
important part in C2 and D2. The Hadamard form Eq. (36)
explicitly shows that the divergence when x and x0 are
connected by a direct null geodesic is given by δðσÞ.
Outside a maximal normal neighborhood of x, where
Eq. (36) is no longer valid, it has been shown, via a variety
of methods, that the divergence displays a fourfold singu-
larity structure [40,42,62,71,72]. Its leading order is given
by3 δðσÞ → PVð1=σÞ → −δðσÞ → −PVð1=σÞ → δðσÞ…,
where PV denotes the principal value distribution. By
“σ” here we mean a well-defined extension of the world
function outside normal neighborhoods [62]. Each change
in the form of the singularity is basically due to the

2The coincidence point x ¼ x0 is excluded from the definition
of caustic.

3This structure does not hold at caustic points. See [62] for the
fourfold structure of the subleading order divergence away from
caustics as well as for the structure at the divergences at caustics.
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wavefront of the field passing through a caustic point. That
is, the δðσÞ divergence arises from direct null geodesics; the
PVð1=σÞ from secondary null geodesics; the −δðσÞ from
tertiary null geodesics; the −PVð1=σÞ from quaternary null
geodesics; and so on for null geodesics orbiting the black
hole more times.
In Fig. 2(b) we exemplify the direct null geodesics; in

Fig. 7 we exemplify the secondary null geodesics; in Fig. 8
we show the singularity structure of the Green function at
secondary and tertiary null geodesics—we will discuss
these figures in detail in their relevant places in the paper.
We next describe the specific method that we used for

calculating the Green function in the DP, which is essen-
tially the method described in Appendix B of [44]. First, we
carry out a decomposition in multipolar l-modes as:

Gretðx; x0Þ ¼ −
θðu − u0Þθðv − v0Þ

rr0

×
X∞
l¼0

ð2lþ 1ÞPlðcos γÞGlðr; r0;ΔtÞ; ð39Þ

where u ≔ t − r� and v ≔ tþ r� are null coordinates and

r� ≔ rþ 2M ln

�
r
M

− 2

�
∈ ð−∞;∞Þ ð40Þ

is the so-called tortoise coordinate. The l-modes Gl
satisfy the following (1þ 1)-dimensional Green function
equation:

∂2Gl

∂v∂uþ f
4

�
lðlþ 1Þ

r2
þ 2M

r3

�
Gl ¼ −

1

2
δðu − u0Þδðv − v0Þ:

ð41Þ

These modes satisfy the “boundary” conditions that
Glðv ¼ v0Þ ¼ Glðu ¼ u0Þ ¼ −1=2, and the “initial” con-
dition that Glðv ¼ v0; u ¼ u0Þ ¼ −1=2. Since these boun-
dary conditions are along (radial) null geodesics, it is said
to be a characteristic initial data (CID) problem.
We solved this CID problem in the following way. We

discretized the u − v plane as a grid of stepsize h so that
the differential equation (41) is turned into a difference
equation. This difference equation may be solved via the
finite difference scheme described in [45], which is of
Oðh4Þ. In our case, we extended this scheme to be of
Oðh6Þ. We give the details of our extension of the scheme
in Appendix C.
We now discuss some points about the l-mode in

Eq. (39) which are important for the practical evaluation
of the Green function. The divergences of the Green
function when the points x and x0 are connected by a null
geodesic arise from the infinite l-mode sum. However, in
practice, we must truncate the sum at some finite value lmax
of l, which we took to be lmax ¼ 100. As explained in

[41], this truncation implies that some spurious oscillations
may arise in the (approximated) Green function. We
removed these spurious oscillations by introducing a
smoothing factor in the summand, which we took to be
exp ð− l2

2l2cut
Þ with lcut ¼ lmax=5 (see [41,73]). Due to this

truncation and the smoothing factor, the (finite) l-sum does
not yield an exact divergence in the Green function when
the points are null-separated: the divergence is essentially
“smoothed” out. In particular, this means that the finite
l-mode sum will smooth out the Dirac δ-divergence in (36)
at the start of causal separation, i.e., when the points x and
x0 are connected by a direct null geodesic (i.e., such that
σ ¼ 0). As a consequence, the truncated l-sum will not
approximate the Green function well near σ ¼ 0. The
region where the truncated l-sum does approximate the
Green function within our required accuracy is the DP,4 as
mentioned above.
When evaluating the Green function in the DP and in the

QL region as indicated so far, we were able to find an
overlap between the two regions in the case that Alice is
static at r ¼ 6M and Bob is static at a radius down to
around r ≈ 4M. For Bob static at smaller radii, however, we
found no overlap. Essentially, the reason is that as Bob’s
radius diminishes (with Alice’s radius fixed), the coordinate
time interval for the start of causal separation increases and
so the truncated series Eq. (38) struggles more to converge
at the start of causal separation. In order to extend the
calculation to smaller radii, we applied the technique
recently suggested in [46]. Basically, this technique
consists of decomposing the direct part “UδðσÞ” of the
Hadamard form (36) into l-modes. These modes of the
direct part are then subtracted from the l-modes Gl of
the Green function in Eq. (39) and, only afterwards, the
l-sum is performed. We can do this subtraction since we
calculate separately the contribution to the Green function
from the direct and nondirect parts. Such subtraction helps
removing the spurious smoothing-out of the δðσÞ in the DP
calculation, thus improving its region of validity. In
practice, this allowed us to calculate the Green function
accurately enough for Bob static down to a radius of
r ≈ 2.26M, which is a significant improvement with respect
to the r ≈ 4M that we can achieve without such subtraction.
The analysis of the Green function performed in this

section allows us to next study some general properties of
communication between detectors in static spacetimes.

IV. SIGNALING IN STATIC SPACETIMES

In this section we discuss some common characteristics
of the signaling between particle detectors in any static

4Such definition would in principle exclude points “close” to
the null-crossing divergences. However, we still consider such
points as part of the DP as long as the divergence does not
correspond to the null geodesic and as long as the truncated
l-sum yields a large “enough” value.
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spacetime, such as Schwarzschild spacetime. Namely, we
discuss a general time-mirror symmetry of communication
scenarios in Sec. IVA, then we show how the distributional
nature of the Green function allows us to separate signals in
two very different kinds of contributions (direct and non-
direct) in Sec. IV B, and finally we present how Fourier
analysis techniques can facilitate the evaluation of signaling
scenarios in static spacetimes in Sec. IV C.
Static spacetimes possess a global timelike Killing vector

field. Therefore, its metric can be brought into the form

ds2 ¼ −NðxÞ2dt2 þ
X3
i;j¼1

hijðxÞdxidxj; ð42Þ

with a global timelike coordinate t, spatial coordinates x
and metric components N and hij. For example, in

Schwarzschild spacetime it is NðxÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 2M=jxjp

.
Due to the time translational invariance of the metric, both
the retarded and the advanced Green functions of the field
equation are time translational invariant. This means that
the Green functions, and thus the commutator function as
well, depend on the coordinate times only via the difference
in coordinate time. That is, they are of the general form

Gðx; x0Þ ¼ Gðt − t0; x; x0Þ: ð43Þ
This property allows for certain simplifications in the
evaluation of the C2 and D2 terms. In Sec. IV C, we
discuss a method which evaluates these terms without any
integration by viewing them as Fourier transforms and
applying the convolution theorem.
In this section we consider communication between

static detectors, i.e., detectors located at fixed spatial
coordinates. The proper time of such a detector is linear
with respect to the global coordinate time. We use this
property to generally choose Bob’s proper time as

τBðtÞ ¼ NðxBÞt: ð44Þ
If both Alice and Bob are static, then it is convenient to
introduce a shift when defining Alice’s proper time:

τAðtÞ ¼ NðxAÞðtþ ΔtA→BÞ: ð45Þ
Here, ΔtA→B is the interval of coordinate time that it takes
for a direct null geodesic to propagate from Alice at xA to
Bob at xB. With this choice we have that the direct null
geodesic which reaches Bob at his proper time τB emanates
from Alice at her proper time

τ̃AðτBÞ ¼ ντB; with ν ≔
NðxAÞ
NðxBÞ

: ð46Þ

Analogously, we find τ̃BðτAÞ ¼ τA=ν for the proper time of
Bob at which the direct null geodesic which emanates from
Alice at her proper time τA reaches Bob.

A. Symmetry of signaling terms between
time-mirrored scenarios

In curved spacetimes it is interesting to compare the
signal strength from one region in spacetime to another to
the signal strength in the reverse direction. For example, is
it easier or harder to signal from a sender close to the black
hole horizon to a more distant receiver than in a scenario
where the sender is distant but the receiver is close to the
horizon?
As we show in the following, the leading order signal

strength in these two scenarios is identical if all other
parameters except for the detector position are kept con-
stant. This is because the leading order signal strength
jC2j þ jD2j is identical for pairs of signaling scenarios in
static spacetimes which can be viewed as time-mirrored
versions of each other.
By time-mirroring we mean the following procedure:

Given one particular signaling scenario with worldlines
xDðtÞ and switching functions ηDðtÞ, the worldlines and
switching functions of the time-mirrored scenario are
obtained by inverting the sign of the argument, i.e., the
worldlines become

x0DðtÞ ¼ xDð−tÞ: ð47Þ

for D ¼ A; B, and the switching functions

η0DðtÞ ¼ ηDð−tÞ: ð48Þ

(The wordlines and switching functions can always be
assumed to be defined on an interval t ∈ ½−T; T�.)
In the time-mirrored scenario, the roles of Alice and Bob

are exchanged: We still assume the initial state of detectors
and field to be a product state. However, now Bob acts as
sender because he couples to the field first. Thus, Bob gets
to encode a message for Alice into the initial state of his
detector, and Alice will try to read out the message from the
final partial state of her detector.
Note that the detector frequencies are not changed in the

mirrored scenario. For example, Bob uses the same detector
frequency ΩB in the mirrored scenario where he is the
sender, as in the original scenario where he is the receiver.
As shown in Appendix D, the signal terms that result in

the mirrored scenario relate to the original ones as

C0
2 ¼ C2; D0

2 ¼ −D�
2: ð49Þ

In this way, the leading order signal strength jC0
2j þ jD0

2j ¼
jC2j þ jD2j is the same for both scenarios. This property of
the leading order signal strength was shown to hold in
Minkowski spacetime before [25,74]. However, because it
only relies on the retarded Green function to fulfill

Gretðt; x; t0; x0Þ ¼ Gretð−t0; x0;−t; xÞ; ð50Þ
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it generalizes to all spacetimes with this property. This
includes all static spacetimes and thus, in particular, also
Schwarzschild spacetime.

B. Direct and nondirect contributions

As discussed in Sec. III, the Green function has support
not only for null separated points, but generally also for
timelike separated points. This means that the total signal
strength is a combination of different contributions that
propagate from the sender to the receiver along a con-
tinuum of different, null and timelike, paths. In order to

assess the individual contributions to the total signal
strength which arise from different paths between sender
and receiver, it is helpful to split up the signal terms
accordingly, using that the terms C2 andD2 are linear in the
Green function [see Eqs. (13), (14), (19)].
In particular, it is helpful to split off the part of the signal

that propagates from Alice to Bob along a direct (shortest
possible) null geodesic. This part is often easy to evaluate
because it arises from the singular term in the Hadamard
form for the Green function (36). This direct contribution
reads [see (20)]

Cd
2 ≔

−i
4π

Z
∞

−∞
dτB

Z
τAðtðτBÞÞ

−∞
dτAηBðτBÞηAðτAÞeiðΩBτB−ΩAτAÞUðxBðτBÞ; xAðτAÞÞδðσÞ

¼ −i
4π

Z
∞

−∞
dτBηBðτBÞηAðτ̃AðτBÞÞeiðΩBτB−ΩA τ̃AðτBÞÞ UðxBðτBÞ; xAðτ̃AÞÞ

jΔλtαðλ0ÞuαAðτ̃AÞj
: ð51Þ

Here we used the fact that the partial derivative of the
Synge world function with respect to x0 is [64]

σα0 ¼
∂

∂xα0 σðx; x
0Þ ¼ −Δλðx; x0Þgα0β0tβ0 ð52Þ

where Δλðx; x0Þ ¼ λ1 − λ0 > 0 is the difference in the
affine parameter λ ∈ ½λ0; λ1� along the unique null geodesic
zðλÞ such that x0 ¼ zðλ0Þ and x ¼ zðλ1Þ, and tμ ¼ dzμ

dλ is a
tangent vector. This yields

dσðxBðτBÞ; xAðτAÞÞ
dτA

����
τA¼τ̃AðτBÞ

¼ ∂σðxBðτBÞ; xAÞ
∂xAα

dxAα

dτA

����
τA¼τ̃AðτBÞ

¼ −ΔλA;Btαðλ0ÞuαAðτ̃AÞ;

ð53Þ

with uαAðτAÞ ≔ d
dτA

xAαðτAÞ being a tangent vector to Alice’s
wordline and ΔλA;B ≔ ΔλðxBðτBÞ; xAðτAÞÞ. Hence, in order
to obtain the second expression in (51), we replaced the
Dirac δ-distribution factor in the first expression by

δðσðxBðτBÞ; xAðτAÞÞÞ ¼
δðτA − τ̃AðτBÞÞ

jΔλA;Btαðλ0ÞuαAðτ̃AÞj
: ð54Þ

We can derive some general properties of the direct
contribution Cd

2 from (51). E.g., we see directly that due to
the factor ηBðτBÞηAðτ̃AðτBÞÞ in the integrand, the direct
contribution vanishes unless Alice and Bob interact with
the field at points that are connected by a direct null
geodesic.
Furthermore, we see that jCd

2j is maximal if
ΩBτB −ΩAτ̃AðτBÞ ¼ 0, i.e., if Alice’s and Bob’s detector

frequencies are tuned such that they cancel the frequency
shift arising between their wordlines due to motion and
gravitation. To see this, first note that all factors in the
integrand, apart from the complex exponential, are non-
negative: The switching functions take values in ηD ∈ ½0; 1�,
the denominator is a non-negative real number, and U is
equal to the square root of the van Vleck determinant, as
discussed in Sec. III. Hence, in order to maximize jCd

2j,
Alice and Bob need to choose their detector frequencies in
such a way that the exponential term oscillates as little as
possible.
However, while this choice is optimal for jCd

2j, it may not
always be the optimal choice with respect to jCd

2j þ jDd
2j.

From (17), we see that the exponential factor in the
integrand of D2 is always oscillatory, except for detectors
with a vanishing energy gap. Generally, this means that a
nonresonant choice of detector frequencies, while leading
to a smaller value of jCd

2j, may achieve a larger value of
jCd

2j þ jDd
2j. This applies in particular to scenarios where

the length of the detector-field coupling is comparable to
the detector’s period.
For example, we can see this effect in the case of

stationary detectors in a static spacetime. Here, τ̃AðτBÞ ¼
ντB þ τ0 is a linear function, so that Eq. (51) simplifies to

Cd
2 ¼

−iUðxB; xAÞ
4πjΔλtαðλ0ÞuαAðτ̃AÞj
×
Z

∞

−∞
dτBηBðτBÞηAðτ̃AðτBÞÞeiðΩB−νΩAÞτB : ð55Þ

Here we used that due to the time-translational invariance
we can rewrite UðxBðτBÞ; xAðτ̃AÞÞ ¼ UðxB; xAÞ, and also
tαðλ0ÞuαAðτ̃AÞ is constant and does not depend on τ̃A. If we
assume that the switching functions are sharp switching
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functions ηAðτAÞ ¼ η½A1;A2�ðτAÞ and ηBðτBÞ ¼ η½B1;B2�ðτBÞ, as
defined in (18), with switching times such that Bob receives
all the direct null geodesics from Alice, i.e., B1 ≤ A1=ν and
B2 ≥ A2=ν, then

Cd
2 ¼

−i
4π

UðxB; xAÞ
jΔλtαðλ0ÞuαAðτ̃AÞj

ei
ðΩB−νΩAÞðA1þA2Þ

2ν

×
A2 − A1

ν
sinc

�ðΩB − νΩAÞðA2 − A1Þ
2ν

�
: ð56Þ

For fixed switching times A1 and A2, the sinc-function
explains why jCd

2j þ jDd
2j is dominated by jCd

2j in the
regime of large detector frequencies and thus maximized
when ΩB ¼ νΩA, where

lim
ΩB→νΩA

Cd
2 ¼

−iUðxB; xAÞðA2 − A1Þ
4πjΔλtαðλ0ÞuαAðτ̃AÞjν

: ð57Þ

Whereas for low detector frequencies choosing one or both
of the frequencies to vanish, can lead to a larger jCd

2j þ jDd
2j

because the gain in jDd
2j overcomes the loss in jCd

2j.
We also note that ðA2 − A1Þ=ν corresponds to the proper

time for which Bob interacts with the signal, i.e., the signal
strength obeys the linear bound (34) discussed in Sec. II E.
In general it is not possible to avoid oscillations of the

exponential term in all signaling scenarios. In fact it is
possible that the oscillations limit the magnitude of Cd

2 even
if the detectors are allowed to interact with the field for
arbitrary long times. This effect has been previously studied
between accelerated detectors in Minkowski spacetime
in [25,74].
In addition to the direct contribution Cd

2, which often
dominates the signal, the timelike support of the Green
function gives rise to further contributions to the signal,
which we call the nondirect contribution

Cnd
2 ¼ Cd

2 − C2: ð58Þ

(Note that the direct and nondirect contribution need
to be added coherently, i.e., jC2j þ jD2j ¼ jCnd

2 þ Cd
2j þ

jDnd
2 þDd

2j before taking the absolute value in the total
signal strength.) Since the specific properties of the time-
like part of the Green function depend decisively on the
spacetime geometry, it is difficult to derive general proper-
ties for the nondirect signaling contributions.
Another challenge of the nondirect contribution is that

it typically is more difficult to evaluate. However, in
static spacetimes for detectors at rest at least the integral
expression can be simplified: By a change of integration
variables one can typically perform one of the two
integrations analytically. In that way, only one numerical
integration is left. For this, see Appendix E. Another
method, which is particularly helpful when the Green
function is expressed as a series, is developed in the
following section.

C. Fourier method for nondirect contribution

When the Green function is represented as a series, e.g.,
by the Hadamard series (37), then it is even possible to
avoid any integration in evaluation of the signal terms C2

and D2. For this we interpret them as a Fourier trans-
formation, apply the convolution theorem and use that the
Fourier transform of a series, e.g., Vðx; x0Þ, yields a sum of
derivatives of the Dirac δ-distribution. This results in a
representation of the signal terms which highlights to what
extent different modes of the field carry the signal, and
which can be efficient for numerical evaluation. In the
scope of this work, for example, we used this method for
consistency checks between different numerical methods
and, depending on the particular setting, found it to be very
efficient in numerical calculations. It could also prove
useful in similar scenarios such as, e.g., those of [11,12,19].
For two detectors at rest in a static spacetime, the signal

term C2 in (20) can be cast into the form of the Fourier
transform of the product of two functions:

C2 ¼
−i
4π

Z
∞

−∞
dt1

Z
t1

−∞
dt2eiðNðxBÞt1−NðxAÞðt2þΔtA→BÞÞ

× NANBηBðt1ÞηAðt2ÞGretðxBðt1Þ; xAðt2ÞÞ

¼ −iNANBe−iNAΩAΔtA→B

4π
F ½Θ · GAB�ð−NBΩB; NAΩAÞ

ð59Þ

where ND ¼ NðxAÞ ¼ dτDðtÞ
dt for D ¼ A; B is the metric

component of (42) at the detector locations, and the
two-dimensional Fourier transform is denoted as

F ½f�ðk; k0Þ ¼
Z

∞

−∞
dt
Z

∞

−∞
dt0fðt; t0Þe−iðktþk0t0Þ: ð60Þ

The two functions being transformed are, first,

Θðt; t0Þ ¼ ηBðtÞηAðt0Þθðt − t0 − ΔtA→BÞ ð61Þ

which, in particular, contains a Heaviside-function which
restricts the integral to the support of the retarded Green
function,5 which in turn lies inside the integration bounda-
ries t1 ≥ t2 of the original expression. Second, the function

GABðt1; t2Þ ¼ GretðxBðt1Þ; xAðt2ÞÞ ð62Þ

gives the retarded Green function between Bob’s and Alice’s
location which, in a static spacetime, is a function of the
difference in coordinate timeonlyGABðt1; t2Þ ¼ GABðt1 − t2Þ.

5Strictly, we should use θðt − t0 − ΔtA→B þ ϵÞ, for some
infinitesimally small and positive ϵ, to ensure that the Green
function’s direct δðσÞ-singularity contributes to the integral.
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Applying the convolution theorem

F ½f · g�ðk; k0Þ

¼ 1

4π2
ðF ½f� � F ½g�Þðk; k0Þ

¼ 1

4π2

Z
∞

−∞
dl
Z

∞

−∞
dl0F ½f�ðl; l0ÞF ½g�ðk − l; k0 − l0Þ;

ð63Þ

the signal term can be written as

C2 ¼
−iNANBe−iNAΩAΔtA→B

16π3

× F ½Θ� � F ½GAB�ð−NBΩB; NAΩAÞ ð64Þ

The Fourier transform of GABðt1; t2Þ takes the following
form, with s ¼ t1 − t2 p ¼ 1

2
ðt2 þ t2Þ:

F ½GAB�ðk1; k2Þ ¼
Z

∞

−∞
dpe−iðk1þk2Þp

×
Z

∞

−∞
dsGABðsÞe−i

k1−k2
2

s

¼ 2πδðk1 þ k2ÞF ½GAB�
�
k1 − k2

2

�
: ð65Þ

This makes it possible to interpret C2 as resulting from the
Fourier transform of the product F ½Θ� of switching
functions, which has been convoluted along the diagonal
k1 ¼ −k2 by the Fourier transform of the Green function.
This general expression is of particular interest when the

Green function can be expressed in terms of a power
function. For example, for the calculation of the nondirect
contribution toC2 from this tail term, wewould replaceGAB

by −VAB above [see (36)]. As discussed in Sec. III A, the
tail term in the Hadamard form which can be expanded as a
series [see (37)]

VABðt1; t2Þ ¼ VðxAðt1Þ; xBðt2ÞÞ ¼
X∞
n¼0

cnðt1 − t2Þn; ð66Þ

for some coefficients cn ∈ R. Thus, its Fourier transform is
given by δ-distributions and their derivatives,

F ½VAB�ðk1; k2Þ ¼ 2πδðk1þ k2Þ
Z

∞

−∞
ds
X
n

cnsne−i
k1−k2

2
s

¼ 4π2δðk1þ k2Þ
X
n

cnδðnÞ
�
k1− k2

2

�
: ð67Þ

The derivatives of the δ-distribution are defined byR
dxfðxÞδðnÞðxÞ ¼ ð−1ÞnfðnÞð0Þ, such that

½f � δðnÞ�ðxÞ ¼
Z

dyfðx − yÞδðnÞðyÞ ¼ fðnÞðxÞ: ð68Þ

Thus, replacing GAB by −VAB in (64) and calculating the
convolution, we can rewrite the signal term as

C2 ¼
iNANBe−iNAΩAΔtA→B

4π

×
X
n

cn
dn

dln
F ½Θ�ð−NBΩB þ l; nAΩA − lÞj

l¼0
: ð69Þ

With this expression, it is possible to replace the
integration by differentiation, in the evaluation of the
signal term C2 provided that the Green function can be
expressed as a power series and that the Fourier trans-
form F ½Θ� (and its derivatives) are known. In App. F we
give F ½Θ� for the sharp switching functions consid-
ered here.

V. STATIC OBSERVERS NEAR A
SCHWARZSCHILD BLACK HOLE

In this section we calculate the signal strength between
static observers in the vicinity of a Schwarzschild black
hole. The total signal strength, presented here at the
beginning of the section, comprises direct and nondirect
contributions, which we study separately and in detail in
Secs. VA and V B, respectively.
To achieve a high signal strength when signaling via

massless fields it is important for the receiver to catch the
lightrays, i.e., the null geodesics, emanating from the
sender. In flat spacetime the situation is very simple:
Because there is a unique null geodesic which connects
the sender’s interaction with the field to the receiver’s
worldline, the receiver should be switched on when the
lightrays emanating from the sender arrive at the receiver.
(In fact, in 3þ 1 dimensional flat spacetime there are no
other signals apart from that, whereas, e.g., in lower
dimensions, where the strong Huygens principle does
not hold, signals can propagate slower than the speed of
light [23–25].)
When spacetime is curved, e.g., by a black hole, a much

more complex and interesting picture emerges: Part of the
signal can now propagate inside the future light cone,
slower than the speed of light, along a multitude of paths. In
particular, these paths can include not only timelike paths
but also nondirect null geodesics which, e.g., orbit the black
hole on their way from the sender to the receiver. If the
receiver interacts with the field for long enough, then
contributions from all of these timelike and null paths
combine to yield the total signal strength.
We will see below that the part of the signal which

propagates along null geodesics tends to carry the largest
contribution to the signal strength. This is because the
Green function is singular for points that are connected by
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null geodesics (see Sec. III A). As discussed in Sec. III B,
after the δðσÞ-singularity for the direct null geodesic, there
follow PVð1=σÞ;−δðσÞ;−PVð1=σÞ;…; singularities corre-
sponding to secondary, tertiary, quarternary, etc null
geodesics.
Depending on the position, the motion and the coupling

parameters of the sender and receiver, the different con-
tributions to the signal may combine constructively or
destructively, thus potentially creating bright or dark spots
for communication. In this article we study these effects for
signaling between detectors in the vicinity of a
Schwarzschild black hole. In particular, in this section

we address signaling between static detectors, before
addressing infalling detectors in the next section.
Figure 1 shows the leading order signal strength jC2j þ

jD2j between a static sender (Alice) and a static receiver
(Bob), as a function of Bob’s position. More specifically,
Alice is kept at a fixed spatial position and switched on for a
fixed interval A1 ≤ τA ≤ A2 of her proper time, using a
sharp switching function. Bob is placed at the locations
plotted on the x- and y-axes and switched on sharply
for B1 ≤ τB ≤ B2. As detailed in Appendix E, in this
scenario the expression for C2 in (20) can be brought into
the form

C2 ¼
Z

νB2−A1

max ½νB1−A2;0�
ds

eiΩAsGretðs=vðxAÞ þ ΔtA→B; xB; xAÞ
4πðΩB − νΩAÞ

ðeiðΩB−νΩAÞmax ½B1;ðsþA1Þ=ν� − eiðΩB−νΩAÞmin ½B2;ðsþA2Þ=ν�Þ: ð70Þ

We used Eq. (70), together with the corresponding one
for D2, in the numerical evaluations of the signal strength
presented in this section.
In Fig. 1, Alice is always placed at a radial coordinate

rA ¼ 6M. There, her detector is coupled to the field by a
sharp switching function [see (18)] during the interval
A1 ¼ 0 ≤ τA ≤ A2 ¼ M of her proper time. Bob’s spatial
location varies. At all different locations his detector is
coupled to the field during an interval of his proper time
given by B1 ¼ 0 ≤ τB ≤ B2 ¼ 15M. Due to the relations
(44) and (45) between detector proper times and time
coordinate, this means that at all different positions Bob
switches on his detector exactly when his spatial position
is reached by the direct null geodesic which emanates
from the spacetime event at which Alices switched on her
detector.
It then depends on Bob’s position whether he receives

more null geodesics than just the direct (primary) null
geodesics from Alice while his detector is coupled to the
field: At some spatial positions, Bob’s detector receives
secondary null geodesics, tertiary null geodesics (which
have fully orbited the black hole before connecting Alice
and Bob), or even quarternary null geodesics. (Note that,
due to the varying gravitational redshift factor, the total
amount of coordinate time during which Bob couples to the
field depends on his radial coordinate rB.)
Figure 1 only covers positions for Bob down to a

minimal coordinate of rB ≈ 2.26M and it also excludes a
region around the line of caustics, which is at angular
separation γ ¼ π between Alice and Bob. The reason for
this being that the numerical evaluation of the Green
function, and thus of the signal strength jC2j þ jD2j grows
increasingly difficult as Bob’s position approaches a
caustic.
For each given position of Bob, the different contribu-

tions to the signal combine to give the leading order signal

strength jC2j þ jD2j plotted in Fig. 1. It shows that the most
important factor is the distance between Alice and Bob.
In fact, as Bob’s location approaches Alice the signal
strength diverges. Below we show that this is due to the
direct contributions Cd

2 and D
d
2 which dominate the leading

order signal strength. As Bob’s location is moved away
from Alice, the signal strength generally drops off.
However, the smooth decay is modulated by ripplelike
features at certain distances from Alice. These features are
caused exactly by null geodesics that orbit around the black
hole before arriving at Bob’s detector, as we show in
Sec. V B.
Before analyzing the different contributions to the total

signal strength, let us briefly discuss the units used here. In
Schwarzschild spacetime, the massM of the black hole sets
a length scale, which is half of the Schwarzschild radius
rBH ¼ 2M. We use this to measure distances in units of M.
To measure the frequencyΩ of a detector, we relate it to the
wavelength μ of radiation associated to the frequency via
Ω ¼ 2π=μ. Hence, we use M−1 as units for detector
frequency.
For example, for a black holewith themass of the Sun, the

Schwarzschild radius is rBH ¼ 2M ≈ 2.9 × 103 m. Hence,
the frequency Ω ¼ 1=M corresponds to radiation with a
wavelength of about μ ¼ 2π=Ω ¼ 2πM ≈ 9.1 × 103 m.
Conversely, for a detector in the microwave regime, with
a wavelength of μ ¼ 10−2 m ≈ 6.9 × 10−6M, the detector
frequency expressed in units of M−1 reads Ω ¼ 2π=μ≈
9.1 × 105M−1.

A. Direct contribution

The leading order signal strength plotted in Fig. 1 is
generally dominated by the contribution from the part of
the signal which propagates from Alice to Bob along direct
null geodesics. This direct contribution, as we defined in
Sec. IV B, is plotted in Fig. 2 which shows jCd

2j þ jDd
2j.
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In the scenario we are considering here, the switching
functions are such that Bob always receives all direct
null geodesics from Alice. Hence, Cd

2 and Dd
2 are obtained

from Eq. (56). The squared root U of the van Vleck
determinant and the affine parameter interval Δλ appearing
there were calculated numerically by solving a transport
equation, as discussed in Sec. III A and detailed in
Appendix B. This allows for the evaluation of the direct
contribution for arbitrary angular separations between
Alice and Bob.
However, the direct contribution is actually not defined

at a caustic: two null-separated points with angular

separation γ ¼ π are in fact connected by a continuum
of null geodesics rather than a single geodesic, thus causing
the Hadamard form (36) to break down. (The values plotted
in Fig. 2 at γ ¼ π are numerical interpolations.)
Away from γ ¼ π the direct contribution to Cd

2 or D
d
2 is

well defined. However, we see that it diverges both when
Bob’s location approaches the caustic at γ ¼ π and when
Bob’s position approaches Alice’s position. The latter
divergence arises because Δλ → 0 [see definition below
(51)] in the denominator vanishes at the coincidence limit.

FIG. 1. Leading order signal strength between Alice, spatially
fixed at radius rA ¼ 6M and Bob, spatially fixed at varying radii
rB and angular separation γ from Alice. The plot labels Bob’s
position by xB ¼ rB cos γ and yB ¼ rB sin γ. The detectors couple
to the field through sharp switching functions for 0 ≤ τA ≤ M and
0 ≤ τB ≤ 15M, respectively. The top of the plots is capped close
to Alice’s position because the direct contribution diverges at
exactly that point. The plot covers the radial coordinate position
of Bob down to rB ¼ 2.26M. The plot only covers positions up to
a certain angular separation between Alice and Bob because the
numerical evaluation of the signal strength is infeasible beyond
this region.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Direct contributions jCd
2j þ jDd

2j to the signal strength
in the scenario of Fig. 1(b): The detectors are static: Alice is
placed at a fixed radial coordinate rA ¼ 6M, whereas Bob’s
radial coordinate rB and angular separation γ vary, as labeled
by xB ¼ rB cos γ and yB ¼ rB sin γ. The detector gaps are ΩA ¼
1=M and ΩB ¼ 1=ð2MÞ, and Alice couples to the field for her
proper time interval 0 ≤ τA ≤ M. A red dot in Fig. 2b indicates
Alice’s position, and the plot shows the direct null geodesic
emanating from there to the green dot, as one example for Bob’s
location. Note that the direct contribution is not defined at the
exact angular separation γ ¼ π; the plot shows a numerical
interpolation.
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The former divergence arises, at γ → π, because the van
Vleck determinant diverges there. However, this diver-
gence needs to be interpreted carefully and does not
necessarily mean that the total signal strength grows
unbounded. The reason is that, if Bob is too close to a
caustic, then any direct null geodesic will be followed
soon by its secondary counterpart, causing the nondirect
contribution to the signal to be of comparable magnitude
to the direct contribution. Thus, the direct contribution
alone is not indicative of the total signal strength in this
region, because it may be counteracted by an equally large
nondirect contribution.
In order to further analyze the characteristics of the direct

contribution, in the following we focus on a special case
where the direct contribution can be solved analytically.
This is the case where sender and receiver have identical
angular variables, i.e., zero angular separation γ ¼ 0, which
we refer to as radially separated detectors. The radial null
geodesic connecting Alice at radial coordinate rA to Bob at
rB is of the form

tðλÞ ¼ λ ∓ 2M ln
rA ∓ λ − 2M
rA − 2M

; rðλÞ ¼ rA ∓ λ; ð71Þ

where the negative sign applies if rB < rA and the positive
sign applies if rA < rB. We choose the affine parameter so
that rðλ ¼ 0Þ ¼ rA and so that the geodesic reaches Bob at
affine parameter value λ ¼ jrA − rBj. Furthermore, the van
Vleck determinant appearing in (56) is equal to 1 for
radially separated detectors, because it is equal to 1
between points connected by a radial null geodesic (see
Appendix B 2). Altogether, for radially separated, static
detectors, the direct contribution to C2 in (56) thus reads

Cd
2 ¼

−i
2π

ei
ðΩB−νΩAÞðA1þA2Þ

2ν

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 2M

rA

q
rA − rB

×
1

ΩB − νΩA

sin

�ðΩB − νΩAÞðA2 − A1Þ
2ν

�
; ð72Þ

where ν ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1 − ð2M=rAÞ
p

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1 − ð2M=rBÞ

p
is the red-

shift factor between Alice and Bob, as defined in (46).
Fig. 3 shows the direct contribution jCd

2j þ jDd
2j to the

signal strength for identical detectors (ΩB ¼ ΩA) and for
resonant detectors (ΩB ¼ ΩAν) with different radial
separations.
The gravitational redshift caused by the spacetime

curvature, impacts on the value of Cd
2 in two different

ways. The first effect is that the redshift impacts on the
resonance between the detectors. The second effect is that
the proper time during which the receiver gets to interact
with the direct contribution is affected by the redshift.
If the detectors are off-resonant, i.e.,ΩAν ≠ ΩB, there is a

bound on the magnitude of Cd
2 which is independent of the

duration A2 − A1 of Alice’s signal. This is because of the
last sine-factor in Cd

2 above, which yields

jCd
2j ≤

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 2M=rA

p
2πjrA − rBjjΩB − νΩAj

: ð73Þ

Analogously, jDd
2j is then bounded by

jDd
2j ≤

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 2M=rA

p
2πjrA − rBjjΩB þ νΩAj

: ð74Þ

A linear growth of signal strength with the duration of
the signal requires resonance, i.e., Bob needs to account
for the redshift and tune his detector to the frequency
ΩB ¼ νΩA. In this case, the direct contribution to C2

simplifies to

Cd
2 ¼

−i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 2M

rA

q
4πðrA − rBÞ

A2 − A1

ν
ð75Þ

Hence, for resonant detectors the direct contribution grows
linearly with the duration of the signal. It is interesting to
note that the specific value of ΩA and ΩB has no impact on
Cd
2 as long as the detectors are resonant. Instead, we see that

the determining factor for the magnitude of the direct

FIG. 3. Logarithmic plot comparing the direct signal strength
jCd

2j þ jDd
2j for radially separated static detectors in Schwarzs-

child and in Minkowski spacetime. In Schwarzschild spacetime
Alice is located at rA ¼ 6M, her detector gap is ΩA ¼ 10=M and
she couples to the field for a proper time duration of
A2 − A1 ¼ 3M. Bob’s radial coordinate is rB. He couples to
the field in such a way that he receives all of Alice’s direct null
geodesics. The resulting signal strengths in Schwarzschild
spacetime are shown for Bob using an identical detector with
ΩB ¼ 10=M (green), and a resonant detector with ΩB ¼ νΩA

(yellow). In Minkowski spacetime (blue), Alice and Bob use
identical detectors (ΩA ¼ ΩB ¼ 10=M) which are placed so that
their static distance in Minkowski spacetime dðrA; rBÞ is the same
as in the Schwarzschild scenario [see Eq. (76)].
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contribution between resonant detectors is the duration of
the signal as measured in terms of Bob’s proper time, which
is ðA2 − A1Þ=ν. Thus, a linear bound of the form (34) also
applies to this direct contribution here in the case of sharp
switching functions (whereas the arguments given in its
derivation in App. A assumed smooth switching functions).
In particular, as Bob approaches the horizon (i.e.,
rB → 2M), the red-shift factor diverges (i.e., ν → ∞),
and so the duration of the signal with respect to Bob’s
proper time goes to zero and Cd

2 → 0: Bob becomes
increasingly transparent for incoming signals as Bob is
placed increasing closer to the horizon.
An interesting question is how the signal strength

between static observers in curved Schwarzschild space-
time compares to flat Minkowski spacetime as a function
of the distance between sender and receiver. However,
a priori, it is not clear which notion of distance between
the observers is appropriate for this comparison. Various
notions could be thought of that coincide in Minkowski
spacetime, but give different results in Schwarzschild
spacetime, as we illustrate in the following.
A distance measure between static observers which we

find to result in similar signal strengths in Schwarzschild
and Minkowski distance, we will refer to as static distance
(for the purpose of this subsection). It is most easily
obtained by picking a slice of constant coordinate time,
using Schwarzschild coordinates in Schwarzschild space-
time and standard coordinates in Minkowski spacetime.
(The spatial coordinates of sender and receiver are inde-
pendent of the choice of time slice, because sender and
receiver are static.) The static distance is then given by the
proper distance along the shortest (spacelike) geodesic
connecting the sender to the receiver on the slice of
constant time. For radially separated detectors in
Schwarzschild spacetime, located at radial coordinates rA
and rB, this static distance is

dðrA; rBÞ ¼
������rA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −

2M
rA

s
− rB

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −

2M
rB

s

þM log

0
B@rA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 2M

rA

q
−M þ rA

rB
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 2M

rB

q
−M þ rB

1
CA
������; ð76Þ

while in flat Minkowski spacetime it just corresponds to
dðxA; xBÞ ¼ jxA − xBj. In a coordinate-independent fash-
ion, the static distance can be defined as the proper distance
along the shortest spacelike geodesic connecting the static
sender and static receiver, orthogonal to the timelike Killing
vector field of the static spacetime. Note that, as Bob
approaches the horizon in Schwarzschild, the static dis-
tance approaches a finite limit

lim
rB→2M

dðrA; rBÞ ¼
������rA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −

2M
rA

s

þM log

0
@rA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 2M

rA

q
−M þ rA

M

1
CA
������: ð77Þ

As seen in Fig. 3, resonant detectors in Schwarzschild
spacetime achieve a direct signal strength which resembles
the signal strength between detectors at equal static dis-
tance in Minkowski spacetime. (Where in Minkowski
spacetime identical and thus resonant detectors are chosen,
which generally maximizes the signal strength for long
enough coupling times.) In fact, if rB > rA the signal
strength in Schwarzschild spacetime is slightly larger than
the signal strength in Minkowski spacetime. In the other
direction, where Bob is closer to the horizon and rB < rA,
we find the opposite: The signal strength in Schwarzschild
spacetime is smaller; in particular, it drops down to zero as
Bob approaches the horizon. The behavior in both direc-
tions arises because, in Schwarzschild spacetime, Bob has,
respectively, more or less proper time at hand to interact
with Alice’s signal, as explained above.
The use of the static distance for the comparison of signal

strength between Schwarzschild and Minkowski space-
times above may appear rather ad hoc. One could think of
other ways to measure the distance between two given
static detectors which, arguably, could even be more
physical or operational.
For example, a very operational approach would be for

Alice and Bob to measure the distance in terms of the
proper time that they observe it takes for a signal to
propagate along direct null geodesics from the sender to the
receiver, and back again to the sender. From this perspec-
tive, we would compare a given scenario in Schwarzschild
spacetime with scenarios in Minkowsi spacetime that
have the same signal return time. One caveat with this
approach is that it is asymmetric. In curved spacetime Alice
and Bob will measure the signal-return time in terms of
their respective proper times and thus assess the distance
between them differently.
In flat Minkowski spacetime all these notions coincide:

Alice and Bob both measure the same signal return time,
and the signal return time coincides with two times the
static distance (due to c ¼ 1). Of course, all of these notions
just correspond to the one natural notion of distance
between two static observers in flat spacetime.
In curved spacetime, all of these notions of distance

differ, as Fig. 4 illustrates for Schwarzschild spacetime.
There, two static, radially separated observers are placed at
radial coordinates rA ¼ 6M and rB. The plot shows the
static distance between them (green) as well as half of the
signal-return time as measured in Alice’s proper time
(dashed blue) and in Bob’s proper time (dashed yellow).
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In addition, Fig. 4 plots a “mimicking distance” (red)
which is the distance in Minkowski spacetime for which the
direct signal strength between two identical detectors
(ΩB ¼ ΩA) in Minkowski spacetime is the same as between
the two radially separated detectors in Schwarzschild
spacetime at rA and rB which are tuned into resonance
(ΩB ¼ νΩA). (Note that this distance is independent of
Alice’s detector frequency ΩA.)
Figure 4 motivates our previous use of the static distance

to compare Schwarzschild and Minkowski spacetime
because for small distances it resembles the mimicking
distance more closely than the signal-return times. The
differences between the different distance measures
actually may open up for an interesting way of measuring
spacetime curvature. Because, as noted above, in regions
without spacetime curvature all four notions of distance
would coincide, Alice and Bob may be able to detect and
quantify spacetime curvature by measuring and comparing
signal strength and signal-return times.

B. Nondirect contribution

After the direct part of the signal has passed by,
propagating from Alice to Bob along the shortest (i.e.,
direct) null geodesic, Bob still continues to receive signals
from Alice: We call this part of the signal the nondirect
contribution. In this subsection we analyze its physical
features and show that they account for the ripplelike

features observed in Fig. 1. In principle, all timelike
separations between Alice’s and Bob’s detector couplings
contribute to the signal. However, we find that the most
distinct features of the signal strength, like the mentioned
ripples, can be understood as arising from the part of the
signal propagating close to secondary and higher-orbiting
null geodesics. These are null geodesics which propagate
around the black hole on their way from Alice’s position
to Bob’s position (which throughout this Sec. V continue
to be static) as, e.g., seen in Fig. 7 for secondary null
geodesics.
More precisely, in order to obtain the nondirect con-

tribution Cnd
2 to C2 we first subtract the singular direct part

from the Green function [compare (36)] as

Gnd
retðx; x0Þ ¼ Gretðx; x0Þ −Uðx; x0ÞδðσÞ; ð78Þ

when x0 is in a normal neighborhood of x; outside a normal
neighborhood, we defineGnd

ret to be simply equal toGret. We
then use this nondirect partGnd

ret of theGreen function instead
of Gret in the expressions (70) or (20) (and analogously for
D2). In this way, the full coefficient splits up into a direct and
a nondirect contribution, C2 ¼ Cd

2 þ Cnd
2 .

As discussed in Sec. III, the nondirect part Gnd
ret of the

Green function exhibits singularities between points which
are connected by secondary and other higher-orbiting null
geodesics. In view of these singularities, it is conceivable
that the use of discontinuous sharp switching functions
could render the integral expressions for C2 and D2

divergent and ill-defined. However, in the previous section
we analytically saw that the δðσÞ-singularity in the direct
contribution (or similar δðσÞ-singularities in null geodesics
orbiting around the black hole, such as in tertiary null
geodesics) yields a finite and well-defined contribution.
And in Appendix G we show analytically that the PV 1

σ-
singularity arising, e.g., for secondary null geodesics, also
yields finite and well-defined contributions to C2 and D2.
Thus the full (and exact) solutions Cnd

2 and Dnd
2 are finite

everywhere, apart from potentially the caustics of the
spacetime, even for sharp switching functions. We note
that, regardless of that, the numerical results for Cnd

2 and
Dnd

2 are necessarily finite everywhere anyway, since we
effectively approximate the exact nondirect part of the
Green function by a smooth function (for which the Green
function singularities are smeared).

1. Shifting Bob’s coupling

An immediate question to ask about the nondirect
contribution to C2 (or D2) is how its magnitude compares
to the direct contribution. To this end, we study a signaling
scenario where Bob couples to the field for a time interval
whose length is synchronized to the duration of Alice’s
signal but the time when Bob switches on his detector is
delayed more and more. In this way, as the switching time

FIG. 4. The figure compares various measures of distance
between two radially separated static observers, Alice (sender) at
rA ¼ 6M and Bob at varying rB, in Schwarzschild spacetime. The
plot shows half of the signal return time for Alice (blue, dashed)
and Bob (yellow, dashed), i.e., the time it takes for a signal to
propagate from Alice to Bob measured in terms of the respective
proper times of Alice and Bob, and the static distance (green,
solid) in Eq. (76). The plot also shows the “mimicking distance”
(red, solid), i.e., the distance in Minkowski spacetime at which
two identical detectors (ΩB ¼ ΩA) achieve the same direct signal
strength as the two detectors in Schwarzschild spacetime at rA
and rB when they are resonantly-tuned (ΩB ¼ νΩA). (The return
times and the mimicking distance diverge, as rB → 2M, whereas
the static distance remains finite, see (77).)
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of Bob’s detector becomes later, Bob’s detector soon
no more interacts with any of the direct null geodesics
emanating from Alice’s detector. Instead, e.g., for some
late switching times, it interacts with the part of the signal
that propagates along secondary and higher-orbiting null
geodesics from Alice to him.
The resulting nondirect contribution is plotted in Fig. 5.

Specifically, the plot shows the scenario where Alice is
located at radial coordinate rA ¼ 6M and Bob at radial
coordinate rB ≈ 3.01M with a total angular separation
of γ ¼ π=4. Both detectors have identical energy gaps
ΩA ¼ ΩB ¼ 1=M. Alice switches on her detector over a
proper time interval from A1 ¼ 0 to A2 ¼ M. Since Bob is
closer to the horizon than Alice is, the length of the signal is
shorter in terms of his proper time, and is given by
τ̃BðA2Þ − τ̃BðA1Þ ¼ τ̃BðA2Þ ≈ 0.71M. While in Fig. 5 Bob
always couples to the field for an interval of this duration,
B2 − B1 ¼ τ̃BðA2Þ, we vary the point in time at which Bob
switches on his detector, i.e., for a given switch-on proper
time B1 we have B2 ¼ B1 þ τ̃BðA2Þ.
This means that, forB1 ¼ 0, Bob switches on his detector

when the first direct light signal from Alice (i.e., the one
emanating at her proper time equal to A1) arrives at his
location, and switches it off when the last direct light signal
from Alice (i.e., the one emanating at her proper time equal
to A2) arrives. In this case and for the given parameters, we
have a direct contribution of magnitude jCd

2j ≈ 0.0121551
and jDd

2j ≈ 0.0107647. For B1 > 0, Bob switches on his
detector after the first direct null geodesic has passed
through his spatial location, hence the direct contribution
decreases. Once B1 > τ̃BðA2Þ, Bob’s detector does not
interact with any direct null geodesics, and the direct
contribution Cd

2 ¼ 0 vanishes. However, we see that for
later switching times, in the interval 12M ≤ B1 ≤ 20M,

several spikes arise in the nondirect contribution which
reach up to one fifth of the magnitude of the maximal direct
contribution. These peaks are due to the part of the signal
which propagates along secondary and tertiary null geo-
desics from Alice to Bob, and they arise due to the singular
behavior of the Green function along null geodesics.
For example, as discussed in Sec. III B, a −δðσÞ-

singularity appears in the Green function between points
which are connected by a tertiary null geodesic, in simi-
larity to points connected by direct primary geodesics.
Accordingly, we find a peak in the nondirect contribution
when Bob’s coupling interval is such that it exactly covers
the arrival of all the tertiary null geodesics emanating from
Alice. This is the case when Bob switches on exactly when
the first of the tertiary null geodesics arrives at his location
at B1 ¼ Bter ≈ 18M.
Particularly interesting is the contribution from the

secondary null geodesics: They cause the double peak
structure in Fig. 5 centered aroundB1 ¼ Bsec ≈ 14M, which
is the proper time of Bob at which the first (i.e., emitted from
Alice at τA ¼ A1) secondary null geodesic arrives at Bob’s
location. As discussed in Sec. III B, the Green function
diverges like a PV 1

σðx;x0Þ-distribution in the neighborhood of
points x which are connected to x0 by secondary null
geodesics. We can therefore qualitatively understand the
properties of the part of the signal propagating along
secondary null geodesics from the analytic solutions of
Appendix G. There, we approximate the behavior of the
Green function near the secondary null geodesic as PV 1

σ,
thus ignoring its regular coefficient: The most significant
difference in comparison to the direct contribution (from
δðσÞ-distribution) is that the contributions from the secon-
dary null geodesics have tails which extend beyond points
that are connected by secondary null geodesics. That is, even
if Bob switches off his detector (close to, but still) before the
first secondary null geodesic arrives, or after the last one has
passed by, there is still a contribution to the signal strength
from the PV 1

σ-distribution.
The results of Appendix G show that the signal features

arising from secondary null geodesics are always roughly
symmetric about Bob’s switch-on time of B1 ¼ Bsec, i.e.,
when Bob’s switching is aligned so that he exactly interacts
with all secondary null geodesics emanating from Alice.
For the parameters of Fig. 5 this point happens to be local
minimum of the signal strength. For other parameters, in
particular for longer interaction duration, richer features
than the double-peak structure can arise, as seen in Fig. 13
of Appendix G. In particular, if the detectors are also
resonant (ΩB ¼ νΩA) then the signal strength exhibits a
peak (with overlaid oscillatory features) around B1 ¼ Bsec.

2. Long timelike coupling of Bob

The signaling scenario of Fig. 1 is slightly different from
the scenario that we just considered in Fig. 5. Whereas in

FIG. 5. The nondirect contribution jCnd
2 j and jDnd

2 j as a function
of B1 for static detectors at rA ¼ 6M and rB ≈ 3.01M and
γ ¼ π=4, with ΩA ¼ ΩB ¼ 1=M. The switching on/off proper
times are A1 ¼ 0, A2 ¼ M and B2 ¼ B1 þ τ̃BðA2Þ, with
τ̃BðA2Þ ≈ 0.71M. Note that the corresponding direct contribution
at B1 ¼ 0 would be jCd

2j ≈ 0.0121551 and jDd
2j ≈ 0.0107647

which then drops down to zero as soon as B1 > τ̃BðA2Þ.
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Fig. 5 the proper time window during which Bob couples to
the field varies, while Bob remains at the same position,
Fig. 1 compares the signal strength for different (static)
positions of Bob, while his proper time window is fixed. At
all the different positions, Bob switches on his detector at
his proper time τB ¼ 0 which is when the first primary null
geodesic from Alice reaches him, which emanated from
Alice at her proper time τA ¼ 0. Thus, depending on Bob’s
spatial position, his switch-on happens at different coor-
dinate times. At all positions, Bob is switched off after a
fixed amount of his proper time has passed. Hence, Bob’s
position determines to what extent his detector gets to
interact with nondirect contributions to the signal. Thus,
while the 2-D plot of Fig. 5 plotted the signal strength
as a function of the coupling times, Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 are
functions of the detector position.
Figure 6 shows nondirect contributions for different

detector and switching parameters, in particular, including
the scenarios of Fig. 1. Some features which are due to
secondary, tertiary and quarternary nondirect null geodesics
are highlighted by labels. Their characteristics are some-
what different from the characteristics observed in Fig. 5,
because now all contributions are integrated up over a long
interaction time of Bob whereas previously, in Fig. 5,

a short interaction time window of Bob was shifted over
various switch-on times. In particular, we find that the
secondary null geodesics now create a single ripple in the
3D plots of Fig. 6 rather than a double-peak as observed
above. Also, the tertiary null geodesics create a steplike
feature rather than a peak as above.
Let us first focus on the “outermost” distinct feature (i.e.,

the distinct feature at the largest radius for a fixed angle),
which is a ripple, in the plots in Fig. 6. This ripple is a
consequence of secondary null geodesics. The plots in
Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) show how the ripple moves to smaller
angular separation γ than in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). That is, this
outermost ripple moves closer to Alice for larger switch-off
times B2 of Bob. This is expected since increasing B2

means that the secondary null geodesics have more time to
propagate around the black hole to reach Bob before he
switches off his detector. Whereas the position of the ripple
only depends on B2, thus is identical for Figs. 6(a) and 6(b),
and Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), the shape of the ripple also depends
on the energy gaps of the detectors. This becomes clear by
comparing Fig. 6(a) to Fig. 6(b), and Fig. 6(c) to Fig. 6(d),
which only differ in Bob’s detector energy changing from
being identical to Alice’s, ΩB ¼ ΩA ¼ 1=M, to being half
of Alice’s, ΩB ¼ 1=ð2MÞ.

FIG. 6. Nondirect contributions jCnd
2 j þ jDnd

2 j for static detectors as a function of Bob’s location for A1 ¼ B1 ¼ 0, A2 ¼ M, ΩA ¼
1=M and with further parameters as specified, comparing two different values of B2 and ΩB. A red dot indicates Alice’s location at
rA ¼ 6M. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the nondirect contribution to the total signal strength of Fig. 1.
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The ripple has the form we expect it to have based on
Fig. 14a of Appendix G, which shows the signal contri-
bution from a PV 1

σ-distribution for the detector frequencies
and sender switching times corresponding to the 3D plots
of Fig. 6. Again in Fig. 14(a), the PV 1

σ-distribution is used
to approximate the Green function along secondary null
geodesics up to an overall prefactor. Thus, it yields the
qualitative behavior of the contribution from secondary null
geodesics to the nondirect contribution of Fig. 6.
In fact, Fig. 7, which is a contourplot of Fig. 6(b), shows

that a (local) peak appears between the arrival of the first
and of the last secondary null geodesic. This matches the
behavior of the PV 1

σ-signal observed forΩA ¼ 2ΩB ¼ 1=M
in Fig. 14(a). In Fig. 7, the dashed green line (i.e., the
dashed line corresponding to the smaller separation angles
γ for a given radius) corresponds to points where the first
secondary null geodesics from Alice (i.e., emitted at
τA ¼ A1 ¼ 0) arrive at Bob’s position exactly when Bob
switches off the detector. The dashed white line (i.e., the
dashed line corresponding to the larger angles γ for a given
radius) corresponds to points where the last secondary null
geodesic (i.e., emitted at τA ¼ A2 ¼ M) arrives at Bob’s
location when Bob switches off the detector. Therefore, for
the points with a value of γ larger than that of a point on the
larger-angle (white) dashed line at the same radius, i.e.,
further away from Alice, all secondary null geodesics
arrive while Bob’s detector is switched on. Whereas for
points with a value of γ smaller than that of a point on the
smaller-angle (green) dashed line at the same radius, i.e.,
closer to Alice, none of the secondary null rays arrive
before Bob’s switch-off. In-between the two dashed lines,
i.e., where Bob switches the detector off roughly when

Alice’s “middle” secondary null geodesic reaches him, lies
the crest of the ripple and the magnitude of the nondirect
contribution achieves a local maximum.
The appearance of the distinct ripple at the position that we

just discussed, is a consequence of the coupling parameters
that we have chosen for the numerical evaluation of the full
nondirect contribution in Fig. 6. The analytical solutions of
Appendix G, which approximate the Green function near
divergences, show that when Alice emits longer signals, the
signal strength from secondary null geodesics depends on
Bob’s total coupling duration in an oscillatory fashion up to
about the time when Alice’s last secondary null geodesic
arrives at Bob, as seen in Fig. 14(c). In particular, themaximal
magnitude of signal strength does not increase just because
the duration of Alice’s signal is increased. However, if Bob
tunes his detector resonant, i.e., ΩA ¼ νΩA, then the signal
contribution from the secondary null geodesics increases
roughly linearly with the duration of the signal.
In Figs. 6(b) and 6(d) we can also see the effect of

tertiary light rays on the nondirect contribution. These rays
are the main cause of the second outermost distinct feature
in the plots, which is labelled “tertiary” in Fig. 6(b). This
feature is not quite a ripple, like the outermost feature was,
but it is more steplike, at least for certain angles away from
γ ¼ 0. The tertiary feature is also more localized than the
secondary one, because the Green function has a −δðσÞ-
singularity for tertiary null geodesics. Hence, this singu-
larity does not contribute to the integral in Cnd

2 if Bob is
located on one side of the steplike feature in Fig. 6(b), but it
does contribute to Cnd

2 if Bob is located on the other side.
Perhaps less intuitive is the fact that the contribution from
the tertiary lightrays can decrease the magnitude of the
nondirect contribution. This occurs when the sign of the
tertiary contribution to the signal is opposite to the earlier
contributions, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
Figure 8 compares the integrand of expression (70) for

Cnd
2 , as well as the Green function in that integrand, for two

different locations of Bob: Fig. 8a corresponds to a location
of Bob where all tertiary null geodesics arrive only after
Bob has switched off the detector, i.e., a location above the
step-like feature in Fig. 6(b). On the other hand, Fig. 8(b)
corresponds to a location where all tertiary null geodesics
arrive while Bob is still coupled to the field.
Themain features of the integrand are due to the PVð1=σÞ-

singularity of the Green function around secondary null
geodesics, which appears in both figures. In addition to that,
the peak at the right end of Fig. 8(b) is due to the −δðσÞ-
singularity from tertiary null geodesics. Whereas the exact
expression for the integrand is singular at these places, the
figure only plots the numerical approximation to the Green
function of Sec. III B. This iswhy the singularities in the exact
integrand appear smeared in these plots.
The full integration of the integrand plotted in Fig. 8(a)

results in a real (imaginary) part of Cnd
2 which is negative

(positive). However, the extra contribution due to the tertiary

FIG. 7. Nondirect contribution jCnd
2 j þ jDnd

2 j for A1 ¼ B1 ¼ 0,
A2 ¼ M, ΩA ¼ 1=M, B2 ¼ 15M and ΩB ¼ 1=ð2MÞ. A red dot
indicates Alice’s location. This is a contour plot version of Fig. 6(b).
The dashed lines indicate how far the secondary null rays emitted by
Alice have propagated at the time when Bob switches off his
detector: the green line,with smaller angular separation γ, shows the
earliest secondary null rays from Alice, and the white line, with
larger γ, shows the last secondary null rays from Alice.
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light rays in Fig. 8(b) is negative (positive) for the real
(imaginary) part. Thus, the contribution from the tertiary rays
reduces the real and imaginary parts of Cnd

2 and so also its
absolute value.Hence, for the parameters at hand, the effect of
the signal propagating along the tertiary null geodesics is to
reduce the nondirect contribution to the signal strength.
Additionally, Fig. 6(d) even displays a feature due to

quaternary lightrays, which is labeled “quaternary.” This
feature is, similarly to the secondary effect, like a ripple, as
one would expect from the fact that the singularity of the
Green function is of similar type (i.e., PVð1=σÞ) at
secondary and quaternary light-crossings. We have checked

that this feature is indeed due to quaternary rays by an
analysis of the integrand similar to that described above for
the feature due to tertiary rays.
This subsection explained the origin and nature of

the modulation of the total leading-order signal strength
jC2j þ jD2j observed in Fig. 1, which results from the
combination of all possible null and timelike separations
between Alice and Bob while they couple to the field. (Note
that the direct and nondirect contributions always had to be
added coherently, before taking their absolute values, i.e.,
jC2j ¼ jCd

2 þ Cnd
2 j, and accordingly jD2j ¼ jDd

2 þDnd
2 j.)

We found the signal strength to be generally dominated
by the direct contribution. Furthermore, the most distinct
modulation of the total signal strength can be explained by
the parts of the signal which propagate along, or close to,
secondary and higher-orbiting null geodesics.

VI. RADIAL INFALL TOWARD A
SCHWARZSCHILD BLACK HOLE

Up to now we considered scenarios where both detectors
were static. In this section we instead consider the scenario
where Bob continues to be static but Alice is on a radially
infalling geodesic in Schwarzschild spacetime.
Specifically, Bob remains static at r ¼ 6M and Alice’s

radially infalling geodesic starts from rest at r ¼ 6M. We
compare the signal strength that arises whenAlice switches on
her detector at different points along her trajectory, but always
for the same duration of her proper time: ΔτA ¼ M=4. Bob
correspondingly switches on/off his detector at the instant
when he receives the direct radially-outgoing null ray emitted
byAlicewhenever she switcheson/off her detector.This allows
us to investigate how the channel capacity varies as Alice falls
in.Wechoose the detectors to be equal, i.e.,ΩA ¼ ΩB. Figure 9
illustrates how a coupling interval that starts when Alice is
closer to the horizon thus extends over a longer interval in
coordinate time (as well as in Bob’s proper time).
We used Eq. (51) to calculate the direct contribution Cd

2

to C2, where we used the property thatU ≡ 1 along a radial
null geodesic in Schwarzschild spacetime, as shown in
Appendix B. In its turn, for the nondirect contribution Cnd

2 ,
we used Eq. (20), where we did not include the direct term
in Gret. We obtained the equivalent expressions for D2 by
using Eq. (17).
In Fig. 10 we show the total signal strength jC2j þ jD2j

as a function of two quantities: Alice’s radius rA at which
she switches on her detector and the frequency Ω ≔ ΩA ¼
ΩB of both detectors. The plot shows that, apart from some
dips, the overall magnitude decreases as Alice approaches
the horizon for fixed Ω. Also, the signal strength decreases
if Ω is increased while rA is kept fixed, for most values of
rA. However, closer to the horizon, where the signal
strength is oscillatory, this ordering is broken.
In order to understand better this behavior of the total

signal strength jC2j þ jD2j seen in Fig. 10, it is helpful to

(b)

(a)

FIG. 8. Comparison of the integrand in Cnd
2 in Eq. (70) for two

different positionsofBob in the scenario ofFig. 6(b): The top/bottom
plots correspond to positions of Bob located at the top/bottom of the
steplike feature due to tertiary light rays in Fig. 6(b). Both positions
have angular separation γ ¼ 69π=100 fromAlice, but with different
radial coordinates. The orange and green curves correspond to,
respectively, the real and imaginary parts of the integrand (timesM)
in Eq. (70). The solid blue and dashed red curves correspond to the
Green function M2Gret=4π (which is a factor in that integrand) in,
respectively, the DP and QL regions (extended to slightly negative
values of s=M for ease of visualization). The horizontal axes contain
the integration variable s in Eq. (70) divided byM. (Recall that the
switching parameters are A1 ¼ B1 ¼ 0, A2 ¼ M, B2 ¼ 15M,
ΩA ¼ 1=M and ΩB ¼ 1=ð2MÞ.)
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consider the direct and nondirect contributions to the signal
strength separately. In Fig. 11 we thus plot the direct and
nondirect contributions to C2 (the contributions to D2

behave similarly). The figure shows that the direct part
is the dominant contribution to C2 throughout most of the
phase space ðrA;ΩÞ that we have covered, except for when
Alice is near the horizon, in which case the nondirect
contribution dominates: As a consequence of the fact that,
as Alice switches on her detector closer to the horizon, the
nondirect contribution Cnd

2 increases whereas the direct
contribution Cd

2 decreases, two distinct regions arise. For
2.3M ⪅ rA,

6 the nondirect contribution is up to many
orders of magnitude smaller than the direct contribution.
(This also matches our general observations for static
detectors in Sec. V B and, e.g., Fig. 5.) On the other hand,
for rA ⪅ 2.3M, the nondirect contribution to C2 becomes
larger than the direct one. We also note that Alice’s switch-
on radius where the nondirect and the direct contributions
are of the same size is approximately rA ≈ 2.3M for all Ω.

What are the reasons for the two contributions to behave
differently as Alice approaches the horizon? The decrease
in jCd

2j can be explained since this contribution essentially
diminishes inversely proportionally to the affine para-
meter distance along a radial null geodesic between
Alice and Bob.
In its turn, the increase in Cnd

2 is probably related to
the singular structure of the Green function and the arrival
of secondary null geodesics. The singular structure of
secondary null rays (i.e., −PV 1

σ
7) means that the retarded

FIG. 9. Scenariowhere Alice follows a radially-infalling timelike
geodesic starting from rest at r ¼ 6M, and Bob is static at r ¼ 6M
(which corresponds to r� ¼ 6M þ 2M ln 4). Alice’s worldline
t ¼ tðr�ðrAÞÞ is given by the red line, Bob’s t ¼ tðr�ðrBÞÞ by
the blue vertical line. The shaded regions indicate various coupling
intervals during which Alice couples her detector to the field. The
black-dashed lines represent the first radially-outgoing null geo-
desics emanating fromAlice for each interval, the grey-dashed lines
represent the last ones. All intervals last for the same amount of
Alice’s proper time ΔτA ¼ M=4. Time windows starting later on
Alice’sworldline, i.e., closer to the horizon, extend over larger inter-
vals of coordinate time (as well as of tortoise radial coordinate r�).

FIG. 10. Plots of jC2j þ jD2j in the radial-infall scenario as a
function of the radial coordinate rA (when Alice switches on her
detector) and detectors’ frequency Ω ¼ ΩA ¼ ΩB. Independently
of the value of rA, Alice switches off her detector after a fixed
amount ΔτA ¼ M=4 of her proper time. Top: 3D plot (the red line
corresponds to the case where Ω ¼ 1=M). Bottom: 2D plot as a
function of rA for a sample of values ofΩ (so these curves are just
cross sections of the 3D plot at the top).

6This region varies slightly with Ω: it is 2.3M ⪅ rA for
Ω ¼ 10=M and 2.35M ⪅ rA for Ω ¼ 1=M.

7We note, however, that, in this setting where Alice and Bob are
radially separated (i.e., γ ¼ 0), the secondary (and any higher-
orbiting) null geodesic meet, as a whole one-dimensional envelope,
at a caustic point. The divergence of theGreen function at caustics is
“enhanced” and its precise form is given in [62].
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Green function increases monotonically near the arrival of
the secondary null rays. The closer to the horizon Alice is
when she couples to the field, the smaller is the coordinate
time interval between the time when the first secondary null
geodesics from Alice’s coupling reach Bob’s position and
the (earlier) time when Bob switches off the detector. The
reasons for that are two-fold: First, when Alice couples
closer to the horizon then Bob is switched on for a longer
interval of coordinate time (as seen in Fig. 9). Second, it
takes secondary null geodesics less coordinate time to
propagate from Alice to Bob, when they emanate from
Alice closer to the horizon.
Essentially, the nondirect contribution grows as Alice’s

switch-on radius approaches the horizon, since it is
“anticipating” the arrival of the secondary null rays, which
arrive closer to Bob’s switch-off. In fact, if first secondary
null geodesics from Alice were reaching Bob before Bob’s

switch-off, then the nondirect contribution could decrease
from that point again, due to the −PV 1

σ structure of the
Green function (as discussed in Sec. V B and Appendix G).
However, we have checked that, for our range of param-
eters, no secondary null geodesics have time to reach Bob
before he switches off his detector (as opposed to the static
case in Sec. V B). Thus the nondirect contribution grows
monotonically as Alice’s radius decreases over the range of
radial coordinates considered here.
Figure 11 also illuminates the origin of the dips in the

total signal strength observed in Fig. 10: The dips (which
are dips because we plot absolute values of quantities, but
would be oscillations if we did not take the absolute value)
appear separately in both C2, as seen in Fig. 11, and in D2,
as we have checked separately. Furthermore, we see that
dips also appear separately in the direct contribution Cd

2 and
the nondirect contribution Cnd

2 .
The appearance of the dips is similar to the case of static

observers where we observed them, e.g., in the direct
contribution in Fig. 3, which is based on Eq. (72). Just as
there, also here in the case of an infalling sender, it is
plausible that the dips are due to the relative detuning
between sender and receiver which is caused both by the
motion of the sender and their gravitational red-shift. In
fact, the motion of the sender seems to give rise to a certain
difference between the static and the infalling scenario.
Whereas in the infalling scenario, as shown in Fig. 3, the
integrals in the direct contribution vanish completely at
certain points, the same does not happen for the case of the
infalling sender considered here.
We note that, around Ω ¼ 1=M, the first dip in jC2j þ

jD2j as a function of rA (see Fig. 10) happens around the
same radius as where the main contribution to jC2j swops
between the nondirect and the direct contributions (see
Fig. 11). However, this is a coincidence around Ω ¼ 1=M,
as can be seen by comparing the two figures at other values
of Ω.
To conclude, the infalling sender scenario of this section

demonstrates that the nondirect contribution to the signal is
essential for the calculation of the leading order signal
strength close to the horizon. As Alice falls toward the
black hole, it is increasingly difficult for her to send a signal
back to Bob. However, the decrease in signal strength is not
reduced as one expects if only considering direct null
geodesics, but the nondirect contribution can counteract the
loss of signal strength to some extent in the proximity to the
horizon.

VII. DISCUSSION

We analyzed the quantum channel between two first-
quantized qubit quantum systems that communicate via a
quantum field. To this end, we applied tools for the study of
wave propagation in curved spacetimes and self-forces (see
Apps. B and C as well as [36–38,44,46]) to the study of

FIG. 11. Plots of direct jCd
2j and nondirect jCnd

2 j contributions to
C2 in the radial-infall scenario as functions of rA (when Alice
switches on her detector) and detectors’ frequency Ω. Top: 3D
plot where the blue and orange surfaces respectively correspond
to jCd

2j and jCnd
2 j. Bottom: 2D plot as a function of rA for a sample

of values of Ω (so these curves are just cross sections of the 3D
plot at the top).
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particle detectors in quantum field theory in curved
spacetimes.
We then specialized to the case of a Schwarzschild

black hole and identified three different contributions to the
information exchanged between two particle detectors: the
information carried by direct null geodesics, the informa-
tion carried by black hole-orbiting (secondary, tertiary, etc)
null geodesics, and the information carried by timelike
communication which arises due to the violation of the
strong Huygens principle.
In summary, while usually in studies of communication

in the presence of black holes the mechanism of commu-
nication is not described from first principles, we here
worked out the communication between emitters and
receivers that are quantum and that exchange signals
through a quantized field. In doing so, we have found
several effects that were not anticipated by previous studies
in flat spacetime. For example, we have determined the
regimes in which the contributions of timelike and non-
direct null-signals are relevant, and we have found an
emergent transparency of particle detectors near the event
horizon.
Concretely, we considered two distinct setups: one

with two static detectors and another one with a static
receiver and a radially-infalling emitter. In the case of static
detectors, we found that black hole-orbiting null geodesics
create, due to the corresponding singularity structure of the
Green function, ripples or steplike features in the total
signal strength, as a function of the receiver location, that
depend on whether the number of orbits is even or odd,
respectively (Sec. V B 2). Also, generally, the contribution
to the total signal strength from direct null geodesics
dominates over the nondirect contribution.
However, we also found that in the case of a radially

infalling emitter and a static receiver, the nondirect con-
tribution (which consists both of black-hole orbiting null
geodesics and, due to the violation of the strong Huygens
principle, to timelike signals, neither of which possessing
an analog in flat spacetime), dominates over the direct
contribution when the emitter is near the horizon (Sec. VI).
Further, in the case of radially-separated and nonreso-

nant detectors (whether both static or with an infalling
emitter), the total signal strength has dips as a function of
the radius of one of the detectors due to the relative
detuning between the detectors as caused by the combi-
nation of their motion and their gravitational red-shift
[Eq. (72) and Sec. VI]. All these features are specific to
the way waves propagate on curved (and, particularly,
Schwarzschild) spacetime.
Also, a particularly interesting and perhaps unintuitive

result is that, as a stationary receiver, Bob, is placed closer
and closer to the horizon, the amount of information that
Bob receives from a stationary emitter (that is fixed further
away from the horizon) diminishes in the sense that Bob
becomes increasingly transparent for incoming signals.

This is the case independently of the tuning of the
resonance frequency of the receiver, including the case
where it is chosen resonant with the blueshifted signal
arriving from the sender. Technically, this phenomenon is
related to the fact that the duration in proper time of the
receipt of a message from the sender diminishes as the
receiver is placed closer to the horizon and the signal is
blueshifted. A similar phenomenon arises in the resonant
driving of simple classical and quantum harmonic oscil-
lators. Their amplitude response decreases if the oscillator
frequency is increased but the driving force is kept constant
and kept driving until the same number of oscillations is
reached.
This is because the amplitude of the driven oscillator is

the Fourier integral of the driving force evaluated for the
duration of the driving. At resonance, the integrand is at
stationary phase, i.e., in this case, the integrand is constant.
Therefore, during resonance, the amplitude ramps up
proportionally to the driving time. Similarly in our case
here, the less time the receiver spends in contact with
the sender’s signal, the less its amplitude can build up. As
the frequency of the signal is increased by blueshifting, the
same number of oscillations is reached earlier leading to
less resonant amplitude build-up.
Finally, the methods and results presented here should

generally be useful for further investigations in the field of
relativistic quantum information. A key example would be
the study of not only the classical but also the quantum
channel capacity of the quantum channel between first-
quantized systems that communicate via a quantum field in
curved spacetime. For example, in our second scenario,
where Alice is at a fixed radius, and Bob is moved closer
and closer to the horizon, we found that Bob loses classical
channel capacity. It would be interesting to track also the
quantum channel capacity in that case, i.e., to track the
ability of the quantum channel from Alice to Bob to
transmit entanglement with an ancilla.
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APPENDIX A: UPPER BOUND ON LEADING ORDER SIGNAL STRENGTH

In this appendix we wish to show how for arbitrary wordlines of Alice and Bob the upper bound (34) on the leading order
signal strength jC2j þ jD2j arises from the amount of proper time during which the receiver interacts with the field. First,
using Eq. (20) we see that

jC2j ¼
���� −i4π

Z
∞

−∞
dτBηBðτBÞeiΩBτB

Z
τAðtðτBÞÞ

−∞
dτAηAðτAÞe−iΩAτAGretðxBðτBÞ; xAðτAÞÞ

���� ðA1Þ

≤
1

4π

Z
B2

B1

dτB

����
Z

τAðtðτBÞÞ

−∞
dτAηAðτAÞe−iΩAτAGretðxBðτBÞ; xAðτAÞÞ

����; ðA2Þ

where we use the fact that the support of the receiver’s
switching function is the interval ½B1; B2�.
For a given signal emitted by Alice, i.e., for every choice

of switching parameters, detector frequency and wordline
of Alice, we can consider

FðxBÞ ≔
����
Z

τAðtðxBÞÞ

−∞
dτAηAðτAÞe−iΩAτAGretðxB; xAðτAÞÞ

����
ðA3Þ

as a function of Bob’s position in spacetime. Let B denote a
region of spacetime containing the part of Bob’s worldline
where he couples his detector to the field. The bound (34)
now follows immediately, if F is bounded in B: with

CB ≔
1

2π
sup
xB∈B

FðxBÞ ðA4Þ

and using D2ðΩA;ΩBÞ ¼ −C2ðΩA;−ΩBÞ, we obtain that

jC2j þ jD2j ≤ CBðB2 − B1Þ: ðA5Þ

Hence the question is under what conditions is F bounded
in B.
A necessary condition on B is that it does not contain the

part of Alice’s wordline where Alice couples to the field. In
fact, there needs to exist a neighborhood of the points on
Alice’s worldline at which her detector is coupled to the
field which does not intersect with B. Otherwise, FðxBÞ
will diverge as xB approaches such a point of Alice’s
worldline, due to the contribution from the Dirac δ-
distribution part in the Hadamard form for Gret [see
Sec. III A and, in particular, Eqs. (36) and (54)].
Apart from this restriction on B, we expect on physical

grounds that the function B is always bounded: This is
because FðxBÞ corresponds to the amplitude of a solution to
the Klein-Gordon equation with a source term given by that
of a point (unit) scalar charge at Alice’s worldline evaluated
at Bob’s worldline (multiplied by ηAðτAÞe−iΩAτA). Hence, we
expect FðxBÞ to be bounded in all of spacetime outside of
the neighborhood of Alice’s wordline. A detailed proof of

boundedness needs to consider the geometry of the given
spacetime and resulting properties ofGret, paying particular
attention to its singular contributions.
In Schwarzschild spacetime, we observe that the

singular contributions from the δðσÞ-distribution and PV 1
σ-

distribution to the Green function, which appear for points
connected by null geodesics, whether direct or black-hole–
orbiting ones, always result in a finite value of FðxBÞ if the
switching function ηA is sufficiently differentiable. (The
behavior of F at caustic points of the spacetime requires
further detailed analysis.)
For discontinuous sudden switching functions the

argument above does not apply, because FðxBÞ generally
would not be bounded, e.g., due to the PV 1

σ-singularities.
Nevertheless, we find that even for discontinuous sudden
switching functions for both detectors the null singularities
ofGret give a contribution to the signal strength jC2j þ jD2j
which also obeys a linear bound in B2 − B1, as above. That
is, we find analytical solutions to the contributions to
jC2j þ jD2j resulting from the δðσÞ-singularity in Sec. V,
and from the PV 1

σ-singularity in Appendix G. These
solutions are finite and bounded linearly in B2 − B1.

APPENDIX B: HADAMARD BITENSORS

In this appendix we present the calculation of the van
Vleck determinant Δ and the derivatives of the world
function. In Sec. B 1 we give the system of coupled
transport equations satisfied by these quantities and in
Sec. B 2 we give their analytical values along a radial null
geodesic in Schwarzschild spacetime.

1. Transport equations

The van Vleck determinant Δðx; x0Þ between two points
x and x0 (in a normal neighborhood of x) obeys the
following transport equation along the unique geodesic
connecting the two points [36,64]:

dΔ1=2

dλ
¼ 1

2λ
ð4 − σααÞΔ1=2; ðB1Þ
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where λ is an affine parameter along the geodesic and
σαβ ≔ ∇α∇βσðx; x0Þ. The initial condition for Eq. (B1)
is Δðx; xÞ ¼ 1.
In their turn, the covariant derivatives of the world

function can be obtained by solving the following transport
equation [36,75]:

dQα
β

dλ
¼ uδQα

γΓγ
βδ − uδΓα

γδQγ
β

−
1

λ
ðQα

γQγ
β þQα

βÞ − λRα
γβδuγuδ; ðB2Þ

whereQα
β ≔ σαβ − δαβ, uα ¼ dxα=dλ is a tangent vector to

the geodesic between x and x0, Γγ
βδ are the Christoffel

symbols and Rα
γβδ are the components of the Riemman

tensor. The initial condition for Eq. (B2) is Qα
βðx; xÞ ¼ 0.

Given the symmetry σαβ ¼ σβα, Eqs. (B2) form a set
of 10 coupled, nonlinear, first-order ordinary differential
equations.
We numerically solved Eqs. (B1) and (B2) simultane-

ously using the code in [69]. In the particular case of radial
null geodesics we can make analytical progress, as we show
in the next subsection.

2. Van Vleck determinant and σαβ along radial
null geodesics in Schwarzschild

The statement in Sec. III A that Δðx; x0Þ ¼ 1 along a
radial null geodesic in Schwarzschild spacetime simply
follows from the fact that the Penrose limit (essentially,
a limit of the geometry near a null geodesic in an arbi-
trary spacetime, which yields a plane wave spacetime
that encodes various properties of the original spacetime)
is flat for radial null geodesics in Schwarzschild space-
time [76].
We have furthermore numerically observed that

Δðx;x0Þ¼1 along a radial null geodesic in Schwarzschild
spacetime by solving the transport equation given above.
We note that this result has been independently derived, and
extended to any null geodesic tangent to any principal null
direction in any vacuum spacetime (including Kerr),
in [77].
We can in fact go further and analytically obtain σαβ

along a radial null geodesic. Denoting by an overdot the
derivative with respect λ, the 4-velocity of a radial null
geodesic with energy E can be written as

uμ ¼ ð_t; _r; _θ; _ϕÞ ¼ Eðf−1; ϵ; 0; 0Þ≕Etμ

where ϵ is equal to -1 (1) for ingoing (outgoing) geodesics.
Since _r is constant, we are able to use r as an affine
parameter. From now on all expressions will be valid for
radial null geodesics.

Equations (B1) and (B2) then take on the forms

ðr − r0Þ dΔ
1=2

dr
¼ −

1

2
Qα

αΔ1=2; ðB3Þ

ðr − r0Þ dQ
μ
ν

dr
¼ ϵðr − r0ÞðQμ

αΓα
νβt

β −Qα
νΓ

μ
αβt

βÞ
−Qμ

αQα
ν −Qμ

ν − ðr − r0Þ2Rμ
ανβtαtβ:

ðB4Þ

From σαβ ¼ σβα it follows that

Qr
t ¼ −f2Qt

r; ðB5Þ

and from the symmetries of the physical setup here it
follows that

QA
Bðx; x0Þ ¼ 0; ðB6Þ

for all A;B ∈ fθ;ϕg.
Using (B6) in Eqs. (B4) for the nonzero componentsQt

t,
Qr

r and Qt
r ¼ −f−2Qr

t, we obtain

ðr − r0Þ dQ
t
t

dr
¼ −

2Mðr − r0Þ2
r3f

−Qt
t − ðQt

tÞ2

þ ðfQt
rÞ2 þ

ϵ2Mðr − r0Þ
r2

Qt
r; ðB7Þ

ðr − r0Þ dQ
r
r

dr
¼ 2Mðr − r0Þ2

r3f
−Qr

r − ðQr
rÞ2

þ ðfQt
rÞ2 −

ϵ2Mðr − r0Þ
r2

Qt
r; ðB8Þ

ðr − r0Þ dQ
t
r

dr
¼ ϵ2Mðr − r0Þ2

r3f2
−Qt

r −Qt
rðQt

t þQr
rÞ

−
Mðr − r0Þ

r2f2
ð2fQt

r − ϵQt
t þ ϵQr

rÞ:

ðB9Þ

Now, from Δðx; x0Þ ¼ 1 together with Eqs. (B4) and
(B6) we can conclude that

Qα
α ¼ Qt

t þQr
r ¼ 0 ⇒ Qr

r ¼ −Qt
t: ðB10Þ

Adding (B7) and (B9) and usingQα
α ¼ 0 ¼ const together

with (B5) and (B10), we obtain

ðr − r0Þ dQ
α
α

dr
¼ −2ðQt

tÞ2 þ 2ðfQt
rÞ2 ¼ 0

⇒ Qt
t ¼ �fQt

r: ðB11Þ

Substituting Eqs. (B10) and (B11) back into the trans-
port equations (B7) and (B9) we see that, for these
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equations to be consistent, the þ=− sign in (B11) must
be chosen so that it corresponds to ingoing/outgoing
geodesics respectively (i.e., so that it is equal to “−ϵ”).
The resulting first-order, linear ordinary differential
equation for Qt

t is

ðr − r0Þ dQ
t
t

dr
¼ −

2Mðr − r0Þ2
r3f

−
r2 − 2Mr0

r2f
Qt

t: ðB12Þ

Integrating this equation, and using Eqs. (B10), (B11) and
(B5), we finally obtain

Qt
t ¼ −Qr

r ¼
M
f

�
3r − r0

r2
−
2 lnðrr0Þ
r − r0

�
;

Qt
r ¼ −

Qr
t

f2
¼ �Qt

t

f
¼ �M

f2

�
3r − r0

r2
−
2 lnð rr0Þ
r − r0

�
;

ðB13Þ

where the þ=− sign corresponds to ingoing/outgoing
geodesics respectively.
Equations (B6) and (B13) together provide analytical

expressions for all the components of Qα
β along a radial

null geodesic in Schwarzschild spacetime. We have ana-
lytically verified that these expressions forQα

β are indeed a
solution of the system (B2), and thus that Δðx; x0Þ ¼ 1
along radial null geodesics in Schwarzschild.

APPENDIX C: SOLVING THE
CHARACTERISTIC INITIAL DATA PROBLEM

In this Appendix we provide a brief explanation of how
we solved our CID problem in Eq. (41). We followed the
finite difference method in [44] but extended the order of
the method from being order h2 to order h4, where h is the
stepsize of the grid. Essentially, [44] write, omitting u0 and
v0 as arguments of Gl,

Glðv; uÞ ¼ glðv; uÞθðu − u0Þθðv − v0Þ ðC1Þ

and it can be shown that the modes gl satisfy

∂2gl
∂v∂uþQðrÞgl ¼ 0; ðC2Þ

glðv ¼ v0; uÞ ¼ −
1

2
;

glðv; u ¼ u0Þ ¼ −
1

2
; ðC3Þ

where

QðrÞ ≔ 1

4

�
1 −

2M
r

��
lðlþ 1Þ

r2
þ 2M

r3

�
:

We note thatGl and gl also depend on v0 and u0 but, for the
sake of simplicity, we omit these arguments in this
appendix since we keep them fixed. Reference [44] solved
this CID problem by using the scheme proposed in Lousto
and Price [45]. We next describe this scheme including our
extension to order h4.
This CID problem can be solved by constructing an

equally spaced grid in the ðv; uÞ-plane. Let 2h be the
stepsize between the nodes of the grid along either the
u-direction or the v-direction. In Fig. 12 we show the grid
arrangement in the ðv; uÞ-plane.
The value of Glðv; uÞ at each node is then calculated by

integrating Eq. (C2) over each square formed by four nodes
[e.g., S, E, N andW in Fig. 12] of the grid. For instance, in
Fig. 12 the integration of Eq. (C2) over the square SENW
yieldsZ

SENW

∂2gl
∂v∂u dvduþ

Z
SENW

QðrÞgldvdu ¼ 0: ðC4Þ

The first integral in the above equation is exact and trivially
performed:Z

SENW

∂2gl
∂v∂u dudv ¼ gNl − gEl − gWl þ gSl; ðC5Þ

where gKl denotes the value of gl at the point K ¼ S, E, W
or N.
In order to perform the second integral, we make some

approximations. Taking into account that the stepsize
between nodes is small (i.e., h≪M), the integrand Q ·gl
of the second term in Eq. (C4) can be expanded about the
point in the middle of the SENW square,O ≔ ðv0; u0Þ (see
Fig. 12). Expanding Q · gl, as well as gl, which we shall
need later, as Taylor series and then truncating them at a
desired order, we obtain

FIG. 12. Grid distribution on the ðv; uÞ-plane.
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QðrÞglðv; uÞ ¼
X

0≤m;n≤3
mþn≤3

1

m!n!

� ∂mþn

∂vm∂un ðQglÞ
�

O
ðv − v0Þmðu − u0Þn þOðh4Þ; ðC6Þ

glðv; uÞ ¼
X

0≤m;n≤3
mþn≤3

1

m!n!

� ∂mþn

∂vm∂un gl
�

O
ðv − v0Þmðu − u0Þn þOðh4Þ: ðC7Þ

Thus the second integral in Eq. (C4) is given to Oðh6Þ byZ
SENW

QðrÞglðv; uÞdvdu ¼ 4ðQglÞOh2 þ
2

3

� ∂2

∂v2 ðQglÞ þ
∂2

∂u2 ðQglÞ
�

O
h4 þOðh6Þ: ðC8Þ

However, with the initial data given in Eq. (C3), it is not possible to reach up to order Oðh6Þ. To achieve this order,
additional information should be given along u ¼ u0 as well as along v ¼ v0. Specifically, Eq. (C3) readily yields the
longitudinal derivatives along these characteristic lines, but we also require the transversal derivatives.Z ∂

∂v
�∂gl
∂u

�
u0
dv ¼

�∂gl
∂u

�
u0
¼ −

�Z
QðrÞglðv; uÞdv

�
u0
¼ 1

2

�Z
QðrÞdv

�
u0
þ pðu0Þ;Z ∂

∂u
�∂gl
∂v

�
v0
du ¼

�∂gl
∂v

�
v0
¼ −

�Z
QðrÞglðv; uÞdu

�
v0
¼ 1

2

�Z
QðrÞdu

�
v0
þ qðv0Þ; ðC9Þ

for some functions pðu0Þ and qðv0Þ, where we have used Eq. (C3). We use the notation of u0 as a subscript in the brackets to
indicate evaluation at u ¼ u0; similarly for v0 to indicate v ¼ v0 and for v0; u0 below to indicate both v ¼ v0 and u ¼ u0.
From the Hadamard series [78] for glðv; uÞ and using Eq. (C3), it is trivial to show that, at coincidence,�∂gl

∂v
�

v0;u0
¼

�∂gl
∂u

�
v0;u0

¼ 0; ðC10Þ

and use it to calculate pðu0Þ and qðv0Þ. Thus the integrals in Eq. (C9) reduce to�∂gl
∂u

�
u0
¼ 1

2

�Z
QðrÞdv

�
u0
−
�
1

2

Z
QðrÞdv

�
v0;u0

¼ 1

4

�
lðlþ 1Þ

r
þM

r2

�
v0;u0

−
1

4

�
lðlþ 1Þ

r
þM

r2

�
u0
;�∂gl

∂v
�

v0
¼ 1

2

�Z
QðrÞdu

�
v0
−
�
1

2

Z
QðrÞdu

�
v0;u0

¼ −
1

4

�
lðlþ 1Þ

r
þM

r2

�
v0;u0

þ 1

4

�
lðlþ 1Þ

r
þM

r2

�
u0
: ðC11Þ

These two equations are used to evaluate the derivatives of gl at the points E,W and S (later on we apply a similar reasoning
to calculate the derivatives at the pointN). Now, we construct a system of 12 equations by evaluating the Taylor series for gl
and its derivatives at the points E, W, N, S. The 12 unknowns of this system are the 10 coefficients of the Taylor series in
Eq. (C7), which are evaluated at O, together with the two first-order derivatives of gl evaluated at the point N. Once the
system is solved, the coefficients of the Taylor series turn out to be

4gOl ¼ 2gEl þ 2gWl þ h

�∂gl
∂u −

∂gl
∂v

�
E
− h

�∂gl
∂u −

∂gl
∂v

�
W
þOðh4Þ; ðC12Þ

8h

�∂gl
∂u

�
O
¼ −5gSl − gEl þ 5gWl þ gNl − 2h

�∂gl
∂u þ ∂gl

∂v
�

S
− 2h

�∂gl
∂u −

∂gl
∂v

�
W
þOðh4Þ; ðC13Þ

8h

�∂gl
∂v

�
O
¼ −5gSl þ 5gEl þ gWl − gNl − 2h

�∂gl
∂u þ ∂gl

∂v
�

S
þ 2h

�∂gl
∂u −

∂gl
∂v

�
E
þOðh4Þ; ðC14Þ

4h2
�∂2gl
∂u2

�
O
¼ gSl − gEl − gWl þ gNl þ 2h

�∂gl
∂u

�
E
− 2h

�∂gl
∂u

�
W
þOðh4Þ; ðC15Þ
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4h2
�∂2gl
∂v2

�
O
¼ gSl − gEl − gWl þ gNl − 2h

�∂gl
∂v

�
E
þ 2h

�∂gl
∂v

�
W
þOðh4Þ; ðC16Þ

4h2
� ∂2gl
∂v∂u

�
O
¼ gNl þ gSl − gEl − gWl þOðh4Þ; ðC17Þ

2

3
h3
�∂3gl
∂v3

�
O
¼ gSl − gEl þ h

�∂gl
∂v

�
S
þ h

�∂gl
∂v

�
E
þOðh4Þ; ðC18Þ

2

3
h3
�∂3gl
∂u3

�
O
¼ gSl − gWl þ h

�∂gl
∂u

�
S
þ h

�∂gl
∂u

�
W
þOðh4Þ; ðC19Þ

4h3
� ∂2gl
∂v2∂u

�
O
¼ gNl þ gSl − gEl − gWl þ 2h

�∂gl
∂v

�
S
− 2h

�∂gl
∂v

�
W
þOðh4Þ; ðC20Þ

4h3
� ∂2gl
∂v∂u2

�
O
¼ gNl þ gSl − gEl − gWl þ 2h

�∂gl
∂u

�
S
− 2h

�∂gl
∂u

�
E
þOðh4Þ: ðC21Þ

Inserting Eqs. (C5), (C8) and (C12)–(C16) into Eq. (C4), we obtain

ð6þ 2Qh2ÞOgNl ¼
�
6 − 10Qh2 − 2

�∂2Q
∂v2 þ ∂2Q

∂u2
�
h4
	
O
ðgEl þ gWl Þ − ð6þ 2Qh2ÞOgSl

þ
�
4Qþ

�∂2Q
∂v2 þ ∂2Q

∂u2
�
h2
	
O

��∂G
∂v −

∂gl
∂u

�
E
−
�∂gl
∂v −

∂gl
∂u

�
W

	
h3

þ
��

1 −
2M
r

�
dQ
dr

	
O

��∂gl
∂v −

∂gl
∂u

�
E
þ
�∂gl
∂v −

∂gl
∂u

�
W

	
h4

− 3

��
1 −

2M
r

��
dQ
dr

�	
O
ðgEl − gWl Þh3 þOðh6Þ: ðC22Þ

Since, from Eqs. (C3) and (C11), the values at the points E, W and S of gl and its derivatives are known, we are able to
calculate, via Eq. (C22), the value of gl at the point N. Additionally, we need to calculate the first order derivatives of gl at
the point N. Those derivatives are easily obtained by integrating Eq. (C2) once along u ¼ u0 þ h and once
along v ¼ v0 þ h:�∂gl

∂v
�

N
¼

�∂gl
∂v

�
E
þ
�Z

u0þh

u0−h

∂2gl
∂v∂u du

�
v0þh

¼
�∂gl
∂v

�
E
−
�Z

u0þh

u0−h
QðrÞgldu

�
v0þh

;

�∂gl
∂u

�
N
¼

�∂gl
∂u

�
W
þ
�Z

v0þh

v0−h

∂2gl
∂v∂u dv

�
u0þh

¼
�∂gl
∂u

�
W
−
�Z

v0þh

v0−h
QðrÞgldv

�
u0þh

: ðC23Þ

We then use Eq. (C6) and Eqs. (C12)–(C21) to calculate the
above integrals to Oðh4Þ. Once these derivatives are
known, we can continue to apply this procedure consecu-
tively throughout the whole grid in order to obtain glðv; uÞ
at the various nodes.

APPENDIX D: DERIVATION OF TIME-MIRROR
SYMMETRY

This appendix gives the derivation of the time-mirror
symmetry introduced and discussed in Sec. IVA. Given a
signaling scenario (with worldlines xDðtÞ, switching func-
tions ηDðtÞ for D ¼ A; B, and signal terms C2 and D2), the

time-mirrored scenario has worldlines x0DðtÞ ¼ xDð−tÞ and
switching functions η0DðtÞ ¼ ηDð−tÞ. We assume, without
loss of generality, that the proper times of the detectors are
given by τ0DðtÞ ¼ −τDð−tÞ for both detectors in the inverted
scenario. The detector frequencies are the same in the original
and the mirrored scenario. However, since A acts as the
receiver in the mirrored scenario, their frequency ΩA enters
with a positive sign in the imaginary exponent of the
coefficient C0

2 for the mirrored scenario, whereas it enters
with a negative sign in the original coefficientC2. Then, if the
Green function of the spacetime obeys (50), we have that the
coefficient for the mirrored scenario
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C0
2 ¼

−i
4π

Z
dt1

Z
t1
dt2

dλ0A
dt1

η0Aðt1Þ
dτ0B
dt2

η0Bðt2ÞeiðΩAτ
0
Aðt1Þ−ΩBτ

0
Bðt2ÞÞGretðt1; x0Aðt1Þ; t2; x0Bðt2ÞÞ

¼ −i
4π

Z
ds2

Z
s2
ds1

dτ0Að−s1Þ
ds1

η0Að−s1Þ
dτ0Bð−s2Þ

ds2
η0Bð−s2ÞeiðΩAτ

0
Að−s1Þ−ΩBτ

0
Bð−s2ÞÞGretð−s1; x0Að−s1Þ;−s2; x0Bð−s2ÞÞ

¼ −i
4π

Z
ds2

Z
s2
ds1

dτAðs1Þ
ds1

ηAðs1Þ
dτBðs2Þ
ds2

ηBðs2Þe−iðΩAτAðs1Þ−ΩBτBðs2ÞÞGretð−s1; xAðs1Þ;−s2; xBðs2ÞÞ

¼ −i
4π

Z
ds2

Z
s2
ds1

dτAðs1Þ
ds1

ηAðs1Þ
dτBðs2Þ
ds2

ηBðs2Þe−iðΩAτAðs1Þ−ΩBτBðs2ÞÞGretðs2; xBðs2Þ; s1; xAðs1ÞÞ ¼ C2 ðD1Þ

is identical to the coefficient C2 for the original scenario. (And we introduced integration variables s1 ¼ −t1; s2 ¼ −t2.)
For the signal term D2, we analogously find D0

2 ¼ −D�
2. This we can also deduce, from the general relation

C2ðΩA;ΩBÞ ¼ −D2ðΩA;−ΩBÞ, which implies

D0
2ðΩB;ΩAÞ ¼ −C0

2ðΩB;−ΩAÞ ¼ −C2ð−ΩA;ΩBÞ ¼ D2ð−ΩA;−ΩBÞ ðD2Þ

and, indeed, in (14) we see that D2ð−ΩA;−ΩBÞ ¼
−D2ðΩA;ΩBÞ�.

APPENDIX E: CHANGE OF INTEGRATION
VARIABLE IN TAIL CONTRIBUTION FOR

STATIC DETECTORS

This appendix discusses how, for static detectors in a
static spacetime, a change of integration variables in the
double integrals of C2 and D2 makes it possible to separate
the expression into a product of one integral containing the
Green function and another integral involving the switching
functions. The latter can often be performed analytically
thus leaving only the first integral to be performed
numerically.
Since the spatial coordinates of detectors at rest do not

change, the value of the Green function in the integrand of
C2 only depends on the coordinate time difference between
Alice and Bob. Following the definitions at the beginning
of Sec. IV, the coordinate time difference is

tðτBÞ − tðτAÞ ¼
1

vðxAÞ
ðντB − τAÞ þ ΔtA→B: ðE1Þ

In a static spacetime, the retarded Green function only
depends on the time coordinate difference between its
arguments. We use this and define

s ¼ ντB − τA ðE2Þ

such that

GretðxBðτBÞ; xAðτAÞÞ
¼ GretðtðτBÞ − tðτAÞ; xB; xAÞ ðE3Þ

¼Gretðs=vðxAÞþΔtA→B;xB;xAÞ: ðE4Þ

Next, we can change the integration variables in C2 in
(20) from ðτA; τBÞ to ðs; τBÞ. To this end, denote the support
of the switching functions in terms of detector proper times
as suppηAðτAÞ ¼ ½A1; A2� and suppηBðτBÞ ¼ ½B1; B2�. The
integrand of the double-integral in C2 then has support only
in the region B1 ≤ τB ≤ B2; A1 ≤ τA ≤ min½A2; ντB�. One
can visualize the role of s in a 2D-plot of the integration
region. We put τA on the y-axis and τB on the left axis. Then
s is constant along straight lines cutting through the first
quadrant of the coordinate system. Their angle depends on
ν, i.e., the redshift between Alice and Bob. s increases as
one moves to the bottom right in the plot, i.e., for increasing
τB. Points in the integration region which lie on a line of
constant s correspond to point pairs on the worldline of
Alice and Bob which are separated by the same amount
of coordinate time. This means they are mapped into each
other by translations along the Killing field of coordinate
time. E.g., there is the line of s ¼ 0 which has all points
connected by a direct null geodesic on it. And there is the
line of constant s which has all the points connected by a
secondary null geodesic on it, and so on.
Under the change of integration variables from ðτB; τAÞ to

ðτB; sÞ, the integral thus transforms to

Z
B2

B1

dτB

Z
min½A2;ντB�

A1

dτA

¼
Z

νB2−A1

max ½νB1−A2;0�
ds

Z
min ½B2;ðsþA2Þ=ν�

max ½B1;ðsþA1Þ=ν�
dτB; ðE5Þ

such that
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C2 ¼
−i
4π

Z
νB2−A1

max ½νB1−A2;0�
dseiΩAsGretðs=vðxAÞ þ ΔtA→B; xB; xAÞ

Z
min ½B2;ðsþA2Þ=ν�

max ½B1;ðsþA1Þ=ν�
dτBηBðτBÞηAðντB − sÞeiðΩB−νΩAÞτB ðE6Þ

The inner integral over τB is typically easy to solve analytically. In particular, sharp switching functions ηAðτAÞ ¼
η½A1;A2�ðτAÞ and ηBðτBÞ ¼ η½B1;B2�ðτBÞ, as defined in (18), yield

C2 ¼
−i
4π

Z
νB2−A1

max ½νB1−A2;0�
dseiΩAsGretðs=vðxAÞ þ ΔtA→B; xB; xAÞ

Z
min ½B2;ðsþA2Þ=ν�

max ½B1;ðsþA1Þ=ν�
dτBeiðΩB−νΩAÞτB ðE7Þ

¼
Z

νB2−A1

max ½νB1−A2;0�
ds

eiΩAsGretðs=vðxAÞ þ ΔtA→B; xB; xAÞ
4πðΩB − νΩAÞ

ðeiðΩB−νΩAÞmax ½B1;ðsþA1Þ=ν� − eiðΩB−νΩAÞmin ½B2;ðsþA2Þ=ν�Þ ðE8Þ

APPENDIX F: FOURIER TRANSFORMATION OF SWITCHING FUNCTIONS FOR SHARP SWITCHING

To evaluate the signal term using the Fourier technique explained in Sec. IV C we need

F ½Θðt1; t2Þ�ðk1; k2Þ ¼
Z

∞

−∞
dt1

Z
∞

−∞
dt2e−iðk1t1þk2t2ÞηBðt1ÞηAðt2Þθðt1 − t2 − ΔtA→BÞ; ðF1Þ

i.e., the two-dimensional Fourier transform of Θðt1; t2Þ ¼ ηBðt1ÞηAðt2Þθðt1 − t2 − ΔtA→BÞ as defined in (61). In this
appendix we evaluate it for sharp switching functions of the form

ηAðtÞ ¼
�
1; T0 ≤ t ≤ TA

0; otherwise
; ηBðtÞ ¼

�
1; T1 ≤ t ≤ T2

0; otherwise
: ðF2Þ

To evaluate the Fourier transform it is convenient to distinguish between two cases according to the spacetime separation
between Alice’s and Bob’s switching times. First, the case where Bob’s coupling is strictly timelike separated from Alice’s
couplings, i.e.,

T2 > T1 > TA þ ΔtA→B: ðF3Þ

Second, the case where the switchings are exactly null separated, i.e.,

T0 þ ΔtA→B ¼ T1; TA þ ΔtA→B ¼ T2: ðF4Þ

More general cases can be split up into sums of integrals with the switchings either timelike or exactly null separated.
The first case, with exact null separation, is simple to evaluate because the Heaviside in the integrand is equal to 1

everywhere in the support of the switching functions. Hence, the Fourier transform is given by the product of the Fourier
transform of Alice and Bob switching functions.

F ½Θðt1; t2Þ�ðk1; k2Þ ¼ e−ik2ðTAþT0Þ=2e−ik1ðT2þT1Þ=2ðTA − T0ÞðT2 − T1Þsinc
�
k2

TA − T0

2

�
sinc

�
k1

T2 − T1

2

�
: ðF5Þ

In the second case, of exact null separation, we need take into account the Heaviside function in the integrand. This can
conveniently be done by a change of integration variables to v ¼ t1 − t2 − ΔtA→B and u ¼ 1

2
ðt1 þ t2Þ, such that

Θðt2 − t1 − ΔtA→BÞ ¼ ΘðvÞ. Then

F ½Θðt1; t2Þ�ðk1; k2Þ ¼ e−iðk1−k2ÞΔtA→B=2

Z
TA−T0

0

dve−iðk1−k2Þv=2
Z

TA−v=2þΔtA→B=2

T0þΔtA→B=2þv=2
due−iðkAþkBÞu

¼ iðTA − T0Þ
k2 þ k1

e−ik1ðΔtA→BþTAÞ
�
e−ik2TAsinc

�
k2

TA − T0

2

�
− e−ik2T0sinc

�
k1

TA − T0

2

��
: ðF6Þ
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APPENDIX G: SIGNAL CONTRIBUTION FROM
PRINCIPAL VALUE DISTRIBUTION

This appendix discusses what qualitative features of the
signal strength are expected to arise from secondary light
rays. Due to the singularity structure of the Green function
in Schwarzschild spacetime, discussed in Sec. III B, the
leading order behavior of the Green function between
points that are connected by secondary null geodesics
corresponds to the product of a principal value PV 1

σ
distribution and a regular function. In order to understand
the qualitative behavior of the signal contribution from
secondary null geodesics between stationary detectors, we
essentially ignore that prefactor function and thus replace
the Green function in (E6) by

Gretðs=vðxAÞ þ ΔtA→B; xB; xAÞ →
1

L
PV

1

s − s2
; ðG1Þ

where L is some length scale. The value of s2 corre-
sponds to the time it takes secondary null geodesics to
propagate from Alice to Bob, in terms of the integration
variable s in (E6). Concretely, it mimics the scenario
where a secondary null geodesic emanating from Alice at
her proper time τ0A arrives at Bob’s location at his proper
time

τ0B ¼ s2 þ τ0A
ν

: ðG2Þ

(See (E2) and discussion on p. 55 for the definition of s.)
Assuming sharp switching functions, just as in

Appendix E, we find that the expression for the contribu-
tion from the principal value distribution, which we obtain
by inserting (G1) into (E7), is

C2 ¼
−i
4πL

Z
νB2−A1

max ½νB1−A2;0�
dseiΩAsPV

1

s − s2

Z
min ½B2;ðsþA2Þ=ν�

max ½B1;ðsþA1Þ=ν�
dτBeiðΩB−νΩAÞτB|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

≕ fðsÞ

: ðG3Þ

(Remember (17), i.e., D2ðΩA;ΩBÞ ¼ −C2ðΩA;−ΩBÞ.)
The inner integral, which we denoted by fðsÞ is straight-
forward to evaluate, with the resonant case ΩB ¼ νΩA

requiring a separate treatment.
The appearance of the PV 1

s−s2
-distribution in (G3)

raises the question of whether C2 is well defined and
finite when s2 coincides with one of the boundaries of
the s-integral. It turns out that the expression is well
defined. The reason being that, in this specific case that
s2 coincides with either of the boundaries of the outer
integral, the absolute value of the inner integral jfðsÞj ¼
Oðjs − s2jÞ goes to zero linearly, thus rendering the value
of C2 finite. Hence, even for sharp switching functions,
the leading order signal contributions from secondary null
geodesics are finite, just as they are for the primary direct

null geodesics. (Note, that this also holds true when
taking into account the regular prefactor in the Green
function which we are not taking into account in this
appendix.)
We can reproduce the features of Fig. 5 which are due

to secondary null geodesics. To this end, we let Alice
couple to the field during the fixed proper time interval
A1 ≤ τA ≤ A2. Bob begins to couple at varying proper
times τB ¼ B1. However, he always switches off after
a time corresponding to the red-shifted duration of
Alice’s signal, i.e., B2 − B1 ¼ ðA2 − A1Þ=ν. In particular,
if B1 ¼ ðA1 þ s2Þ=ν, both the switching-on and switch-
ing-off of both detectors are connected by secondary null
geodesics. For nonresonant detectors in this scenario,
(G3) has the solution

C2 ¼
−i
4πL

Z
νB1þA2−2A1

max ½νB1−A2;0�
dseiΩAsPV

1

s − s2

Z
min ½B1þðA2−A1Þ=ν;ðsþA2Þ=ν�

max ½B1;ðsþA1Þ=ν�
dτBeiðΩB−νΩAÞτB

¼ −1
4πLðΩB − νΩAÞ

ðRðΩB=ν; νB1 − A2; sm; s2ÞeiðΩB−νΩAÞA2=ν − RðΩA; νB1 − A2; sm; s2ÞeiðΩB−νΩAÞB1

þ RðΩA; sm; νB2 − A1; s2ÞeiðΩB−νΩAÞB2 − RðΩB=ν; sm; νB2 − A1; s2ÞeiðΩB−νΩAÞA1=νÞ; ðG4Þ

with sm ≔ νB1 − A1ð¼ νB2 − A2Þ and, for resonant detectors, i.e., ΩB ¼ νΩA, it has the solution
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C2 ¼ −
i

2πL
ðB2 − B1Þðs2 − νB1 þ A2Þ
νðB2 − B1Þ þ A2 − A1

RðΩA; νB1 − A2; sm; s2Þ

−
i

4πL

�
ðB2 − B1Þ −

2ðB2 − B1Þðs2 − νB1 þ A1Þ
νðB2 − B1Þ þ A2 − A1

�
RðΩA; sm; νB2 − A1; s2Þ

þ ðB2 − B1Þ
2LΩAðνðB2 − B1Þ þ A2 − A1Þ

ðeiΩAðνB2−A1Þ − 2eiΩAsm þ eiΩAðνB1−A2ÞÞ: ðG5Þ

Here we defined, using CiðsÞ ¼ −
R
∞
s du cosðuÞ=u and SiðsÞ ¼ R

s
0 du sinðuÞ=u,

Rðω; X; Y; s2Þ ≔ PV
Z

Y

X
ds

eiωs

s − s2
¼ eiωs2ðCiðjωðY − s2ÞjÞ − CiðjωðX − s2ÞjÞ þ iSiðωðY − s2ÞÞ − iSiðωðX − s2ÞÞÞ: ðG6Þ

While this function is singular as s2 → X or s2 → Y, all
expressions for C2 are finite and well-defined. This is
because they contain a combination of terms with R-
functions of different arguments, such that the singularities
between the different terms exactly cancel out.
Some contributions to the signal strength, resulting from

different coupling durations and detector frequencies, are
plotted in Fig. 13. As seen there, the signal strength is
symmetric about the point where Alice’s and Bob’s switch-
ings are exactly connected by secondary null geodesics.
I.e., it is the point for which Bob switches on his detector
when the secondary null geodesic emanating from Alice’s
switch-on arrives and he switches off when the secondary
null geodesic from Alice’s switch-off arrives. At this point
the signal strength has a local minimum. Overall, if the
detectors are resonant or close to resonance, the resulting
signal strength rises to its highest levels around this
symmetry point. For resonant detectors this maximum
scales roughly linearly with the duration of the signal.
For nonresonant detectors the signal strength exhibits a
mostly periodic behavior without a distinct maximum in the

region where the detectors are connected by some secon-
dary null geodesics. Outside of this region, i.e., when Bob
couples to the field strictly before or after any of Alice’s
secondary null geodesics arrive, the signal strength exhibits
a decaying tail which results from the PV 1

σ behavior of the
Green function. The tail appears independently of whether
the detectors are resonant or not.
Similarly, we can also isolate the contribution from

secondary null geodesics in the plots in Figs. 1 and 6.
In these plots we have B1 ¼ A1=ν, i.e., Bob always
switches on his detector when the first signal from
Alice arrives. (Note that this signal is predominantly
carried by the δðσÞ-contribution from primary null
geodesics, which we discard here.) Then we ask how
the signal strength depends on B2, i.e., the point in time at
which Bob switches his detector off again. For reasons of
simplicity, let us assume that Bob couples at least for a time
such that B2 ≥ A2=ν. Then the contribution to the signal
strength from the PV 1

σ-distribution is, for general detector
frequencies,

(a) (b)

FIG. 13. Contribution to the leading order signal strength from a PV 1
σ-distribution, as resulting from (G4), with

ν ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1 − 2=6Þ=ð1 − 2=3.01Þp
≈ 1.40954, A1 ¼ 0 and A2 ¼ M. The horizontal axes show B0

1 ≔ B1 −
s2−A2þ2A1

ν which is the
switch-on time B1 of Bob shifted so that, for B0

1 < 0, Alice and Bob are not connected by the singularity of the PV 1
σ-distribution

while coupling to the field. This corresponds to Bob switching off his detector before any secondary null geodesics emanating from
Alice arrive at his location. The graphs are symmetric about the point B0

1 ¼ A−2−A1

ν . This corresponds to the switching-on and switching-
off of sender and receiver being exactly connected by secondary null geodesics. The parameters in Fig. 13(a) match those in Fig. 5, thus
the curve with equal frequencies (ΩA ¼ ΩB) here reproduces the features due to secondary null geodesics seen there.
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C2 ¼
−i
4πL

Z
νB2−A1

max½νB1−A2;0�
dseiΩAsPV

1

s − s2

Z
min½B2;ðsþA2Þ=ν�

ðsþA1Þ=ν
dτBeiðΩB−νΩAÞτB

¼ −1
4πLðΩB − νΩAÞ

ðeiðΩB=ν−ΩAÞA2RðΩB=ν; 0; sn; s2Þ − eiðΩB=ν−ΩAÞA1RðΩB=ν; 0; sn; s2Þ

þ eiðΩB−νΩAÞB2RðΩA; sn; νB2 − A1; s2Þ − eiðΩB=ν−ΩAÞA1RðΩB=ν; sn; νB2 − A1; s2ÞÞ; ðG7Þ

where sn ≔ νB2 − A2, and for resonant detectors, i.e., ΩB ¼ νΩA, it is

C2 ¼
−i

4πLν
ððA2 − A1ÞRðΩA; 0; sn; s2Þ þ ðB2 − A1 − s2ÞRðΩA; sn; νB2 − A1; s2Þ þ iðeiΩAðνB2−A1Þ − eiΩAsnÞÞ: ðG8Þ

Fig. 14 plots the resulting signal strength in various scenarios. In particular, Fig. 14(a) reproduces the features discussed in
Figs. 7 and 6. The plots show that the resulting signal strength changes significantly as a function of the switch-off time, if
the switch-off happens while secondary null geodesics arrive at Bob’s position that emanated from Alice while she was
coupled to the field. For nonresonant detectors the signal strength exhibits an oscillatory and periodic behavior within this
time interval. For resonant detectors, however, the signal strength grows roughly linearly in this region. After this region,
where the switch-off time is such that all secondary null geodesics that emanate from Alice arrive at Bob while he is coupled
to the field, the signal strength only shows an oscillatory behavior for later switch-off times. The oscillations decay and
asymptote to a final value as B2 → ∞. The limit value appears to be determined by the duration of the original signal
emitted by Alice.
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